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Abstract 
 
Content Management Systems are used to enable content authors to publish or update 
information on the organization’s website without the need for web programming skills 
or help of a technical person. 
 
During a one year placement with Prescription Pricing Division, it was noticed that the 
main responsibility of web developers was to publish or update information on the 
organization website and intranet; contents are created by authors of department 
administrators and forwarded to web development team to publish it.  
 
The process of publishing and updating information onto organisation’s intranet in that 
way, proved time consuming to both web developers and content authors, therefore a 
requirement was identified to develop a prototype intranet to empower content authors to 
publish information onto the organisation’s intranet without the need to web 
programming skills or help of a technical person. 
 
In this project, the author investigates various issues related to Content Management 
Systems; he identifies their feature, advantages and disadvantages of using them within 
organisations, identify available methods to obtain them, etc, he also develop a prototype 
intranet featuring Content Management Systems to allow department administrators 
update information on their department section of the organisation’s intranet without 
having knowledge in web programming nor receiving help from web development team, 
each administrator is provided with secure login details, and contents published and 
updated using simple web based user interface. 
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Introduction 
 
This report discusses issues related to the use of Content Management Systems (CMS) 
within organisations such as Prescription Pricing Division (PPD). 
 
In many organizations such as PPD, web pages are created by web developers, and web 
contents are written by content authors. Content authors can write excellent articles for 
web pages but have no web programming skills; whereas web developers can build 
robust web applications but lacks skills for writing excellent articles. 
 
Currently, in PPD, content authors would log in a request for the web development team, 
using a request logging software called ‘heat calls’, each request is categorized by level 
of importance, level one is the most urgent and level six is the least urgent, Urgent 
request (level one request) are normally related to dramatic problems, such as service 
denial, or service unavailability, those requests require instant attention, whereas, the 
least important request (level six requests), are related to publishing contents onto the 
corporate website or intranet, and the web team can have up to a maximum of two days to 
complete the level six requests.  
 
When content authors log a request into the system for the web team, they forward all the 
required documents to update the webpage to the web development team via email, the 
web master would then assign a member of the web team to carry on the task.  
 
The assigned web developer may start updating the web page after two days if he or she 
is busy with more urgent request, however, in most circumstances, the contents provided 
by the author, would require some sorts of formatting to comply with the organization’s 
web standards and policies, the information is then sent back to the author for checking 
over  the new format, the author may have to reformat it again or approve it for 
publishing, however, such processes could take up various lengths of time depending on 
the speed of communication between the web developer, the content author and also on 
the content formatting process. 
 
Considering the above method for web page updates, a requirement is identified to 
empower content authors to publish their own content onto the website without the need 
for web developer’s help, or web development skills. 
 
In this project, the author attempts to develop a web based system that assists content 
authors to publish their own contents onto the website using simple web based user 
interfaces, such as sending data to the system using online web forms, the system would 
then process the information and publish it for them. 
 
The product would have similar features to Content Management Systems but it would be 
used as an intranet within the PPD, it enables content authors to publish or update 
information on the organization’s intranet without the need of web programming skills, 
nor the help of a technical person, this approach would save time for employees and 
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increase their productivity as content authors can publish information onto the intranet 
fast and independently while web developers can concentrate on the design and 
architecture of the system. 
 
Developing such product involves various activities; those activities are the main 
objectives of the project and are listed below: 
1. To define Content Management System and its benefits and risk for using in 

organisation. 
2. To investigate current and commercially available Content Management System. 
3. To identify user requirements and any security aspects for building a Content 

Management System. 
4. To investigate, identify and justify the available web technologies, and programming 

languages to build a Content Management System. 
5. To identify the HCI principles and use it in the system. 
6. To produce a design specification for a web based Content Management System 

based on the requirements captured from a member of the Prescription Pricing 
Division’s web team. 

7. To successfully implement and test the designed system. 
8. To produce a critical evaluation of the system. 
9. To produce critical evaluation of my personal performance during the life cycle of the 

project. 
 
To achieve the above objectives, the author divided the project into three main section: 
 
Analysis Section: the author researches and defines Content Management Systems, he 
identifies their advantages and disadvantages. He will also identify some of the available 
commercial Content Management Systems and describes their features. 
All user requirements will be included in this section, they will be gathered using 
appropriate techniques. Once the requirements are identified, the author then attempts to 
identify available programming and scripting languages, database technologies, and other 
tools to design and implement the system. 
 
Synthesis Section: it consists of design chapter which cover issues related to system 
design, the system will be modeled using appropriate tools and techniques, a number of 
HCI standards will be highlighted to implement them into the system’s user interface. 
The implementation chapter involves the developer to implement the system using the 
information produced in the design chapter. Finally the system testing chapter covers 
issues related to testing the developed system using appropriate testing methods. During 
this phase of the project, the author highlights any problems he may encounter and 
techniques used to solve them. 
 
Evaluation Section: it consists of two chapters, one chapter evaluates the product 
developed in terms of its functionality, strengths, weakness, and its accessibility and the 
second chapter evaluates the overall project in terms of management, author’s personal 
performance and learning outcomes of the activities involved throughout the project life 
cycle. 
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Analysis Section 
 
This section is divided into four chapters. Chapter one describes Content Management 
System’s architecture, its advantages and disadvantages of using it within organizations 
such as the Prescription Pricing Division, he also identifies and briefly discusses available 
approaches to obtain those systems. The chapter will be concluded by making a 
recommendation of the best way for Prescription Pricing Division to obtain a functional 
Content Management System that meets user’s requirements. 
 
The second chapter identifies a number of current commercial Content Management 
Systems in the market; it highlights the main features of each one of them. Then a matrix 
diagram is used to make a comparison between the identified Content Management 
Systems in terms of their features and capabilities. The chapter concludes by highlighting 
the reasons for researching them in relation to this project. 
 
Chapter three, aims at capturing user’s requirement for the intended product of this 
project. The author identifies the main system functionalities and discusses each in brief,  
he then moves on to identify available techniques to capture system requirements in order 
to choose the best possible technique to be used in this project. Once the appropriate 
technique is chosen, he then moves on to using it to capture user requirements from a 
manger of PPD. Finally, each requirement will be listed and discussed to clarify their 
purpose in the system. 
 
The final chapter of this section identifies the available programming languages, database 
technologies and web servers that are to be used in developing a fully functional product 
for the client. Those languages and technologies are described briefly, their main 
advantages and disadvantages are highlighted and a decision based on the finding will be 
used to select particular language or technology to build the system. 
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Chapter 1: What are Content Management Systems? 
 
1.0 Introduction 
Contents of websites may consist of text, graphics, sounds, movies and so on, Content 
Management Systems are used as a tool to publish such contents onto a website easily 
and efficiently, it also helps to separate web page design from content creation. 
 
Content Management Systems are usually developed using a combination of 
programming/scripting languages and database technologies, in which they work well 
together in order to manage the process of creating and presenting information on web 
pages, this software consists of the following: 
 

• Client software: is used to present a user interface to help users add, change, or 
delete information on web pages, for example a web browser such as Internet 
Explorer or Mozilla Firefox are used to display web based user interfaces. 

• Database software: is used as a tool to store data or information for future 
retrieval or manipulation, for example Microsoft SQL server, Oracle and MySQL 
databases. 

• Web programming languages and scripts: these are used as a tool to 
communicate to the underlying database to extract, change, save, or remove data 
from and to the database, for example JSP, PHP, Java Servlets, Perl and so on. 

• Template page: This is usually created by Hyper Text Mark up Language 
(HTML) to keep the website layout consistent in order to preserve the corporate 
image by keeping the same look and feel through out the system. 

 
In the following sections of this chapter, the author attempts to define Content 
Management Systems, highlight its advantages and disadvantages of using them and 
identify the most popular methods to obtain them. At the end of the chapter, the author 
will make a recommendation about the suitable method for getting a similar system for 
the Prescription Pricing Division. 
 
 
1.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of using Content Management Systems within 
organizations 
Content Management System can have a number of advantages and disadvantages for 
both web developers and content writers; some of the major advantages and 
disadvantages are described in the following sections. 
 
1.1.1 Advantages of Content Management Systems 

1. It helps content authors to update or publish information onto the website without 
any need for web programming knowledge, which in turn reduces the cost of 
professional assistance. 
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2. It allows content writers to concentrate on writing information without worrying 
about the design of the website. They can easily add, edit, and remove contents 
from and to the database by using simple user interfaces. 

3. It allows web content maintenance carried out easily and efficiently to meet 
business needs. 

4. As stated by (Bill, 2003) using Content Management System makes website 
design “… customized for every type of content”, such contents could be in the 
form of text, graphic, or audio. 

5. It provides a consistent corporate image by keeping a consistent presentation and 
layout of web pages throughout the website by separating web page design tasks 
from content creation tasks. 

6. It helps web developers to concentrate on more important aspects of the website 
such web architecture, design, navigation and usability of the website without 
worrying about creating and updating information on the website. 

 
1.1.2 Disadvantage of Content Management System: 

1. Some Content Management Systems tends to work slower than static website, 
however, this problem can be solved by allowing content authors to publish the 
site as static HTML or choose a Content Management System which uses search 
engine friendly URL. 

2. Some Content Management Systems could be expensive to purchase, even the 
open source solutions would be likely to require installation and set up fees. 

3. Content Management Systems require more memory, CPU usage as the system is 
constantly used by a number of authors who simultaneously use the system to 
update web contents. 

4. It proves difficult to build a fully functional Content Management System within 
a time limit or budget. 

 
 
1.2 How to get Content Management Systems? 
Content Management Systems can be developed using any of the available web 
programming languages like PHP, JAVA, ASP.Net etc, in conjunction with database 
technologies such as Oracle or MySQL, or it could be purchased from vendors. 
 
This section will discuss the different approaches to obtain Content Management System, 
such approaches include developing in house Content Management Systems, purchasing 
it from web design companies, or out sourcing a web design company to develop it, each 
of these approaches are described in more depth below. 

 
1.2.1 Developing in house Content Management System 
Developing in house Content Management System could be a viable option to acquire it, 
however, this option could prove very difficult and unlikely achievable by many 
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organizations. The main reason for having a Content Management System is due to lack 
of web programming skills by content authors to update static web site, so the lack of 
such knowledge makes it impossible for organizations to build a Content Management 
System in house, as building such systems require highly skilled web developers to write 
programs that communicate to databases and perform tasks to fulfill user’s requirement. 
 
However, if organizations or companies already operate a web development team with 
web programming skills and knowledge, then this option could prove appropriate and 
beneficial, as it saves development cost, and it could be maintained by the web team 
without the need to out source web design companies to update the system that adapt 
changes to meet new user requirements. 

 
1.2.2 Purchasing Content Management Systems 
Purchasing commercially available Content Management systems could be the easiest 
and most reliable option, as they are most likely to be fully tested and bug free, example 
vendors available to purchase the system are Morello, WebDeck etc. However, most 
commercial Content Management Systems are highly expensive, and on the other hand, 
the affordable Content Management Systems could prove inefficient for use. So the 
decision of purchasing such systems lay on the types of requirements from users and the 
available budget of the company or organization. 
 

1.2.3 Outsourcing the development of Content Management Systems 
Outsourcing web design companies to develop Content Management Systems could 
prove very expensive as well risky, there are a number of factors which need to be 
considered before outsourcing any vendors to build a Content Management Systems for 
the organization. Those factors are listed below: 

• The project could fail to meet its deadline due to a delay in system delivery, this 
could cause a system failure for not fulfilling user requirement, as user 
requirements may alter or new requirements may arise after project deadline. 

• The developed system may not do what users expect. 
• The system may go over budget and proves expensive which may lead in 

abandoning the system before completion. 
• The system developed may prove hard to adapt future changes in user 

requirements, e.g. if the system was initially developed to publish text and a 
requirement identified to publish graphic in future, the system may not meet such 
requirements, this could lead to a new system development or abandoning it all 
together. 

• Some of the above factors may lead to extra cost by having to pay external 
companies to provide future system maintenance. 

 
1.2.4 Use open source Content Management Systems 
There are some free Content Management Systems available for use, modifying and 
redistributing they can also be as sophisticated as the commercial ones. However, the cost 
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of deployment could by high and most open source Content Management Systems 
require hosting servers to have Linux operating systems and database support and also it 
could lack some functionality which could be required by organizations, particularly 
security of personal information. 
 
 
1.3 Conclusion 
This chapter provided an introduction to Content Management Systems, it described what 
Content Management Systems are, and what they are used for within organisations in 
order to help the author identify features of Content Management Systems and decide the 
best possible solution to empower content authors of Prescription Pricing Division to 
publish information onto the corporate intranet. 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of using Content Management Systems are also identified. 
Further more, it described a number of approaches to obtain Content Management 
Systems and briefly described each approach. 
 
In the case of Prescription Pricing Division, it is feasible to build an in house Content 
Management System, as the organisation has a number of web developers, with various 
web programming skills such as XHTML, CSS, Perl, Java, JSP, Java Servlet, database 
technology, team working and meeting deadlines, they can all collaborate to develop a 
fully functional Content Management System to empower content authors to publish their 
information onto the website without the need of a web developers help. 
 
Moreover, the requirements for Content Management Systems within the Prescription 
Pricing Division is for publishing information, which may not require a highly large and 
complex system, therefore it could be possible for the web team to build such a system 
using their current skills and resources. 
 
Furthermore, the web team and content authors could benefit from using Content 
Management Systems according to the advantages identified in section 1.2.1, it frees the 
web team to concentrate on the design and architecture of the system without worrying 
about content publishing which increases their productivity, and on the other hand, it 
helps content authors publish their content faster without waiting for the web 
development team to allocate time and resources to publish it. 
 
 The next chapter will identify some of the commercially available Content Management 
Systems for use within organisations like the Prescription Pricing Division. 
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Chapter 2:  Investigating current commercial Content Management Systems 
 
2.0 Introduction 
Many organizations have websites to display information regarding various aspects of the 
organization’s business objectives, such information is published for various reasons, 
perhaps to attract customers to the website for selling products, or to provide customers 
with help and advice as in the case of Prescription Pricing Division website. 
 
However, contents of websites would eventually expire and the need for a new website 
becomes essential. Updating website contents without web programming knowledge is 
often difficult and costing for some organizations, it requires certain skills for an 
employee to update web pages, such as knowledge of HTML, it also costs high sums of 
money to out source web design companies to update the website, similar kinds of issues 
lead to the need for Content management Systems. 
 
Content Management Systems allows content authors to publish information on to 
websites fast, reliably, and efficiently. In order to understand how such software could 
help update website contents efficiently, fast, and reliably, the author investigates some 
current commercial Content Management Systems and highlight their features. 
The aim of this chapter is to be able to find possible features of the commercial Content 
Management Systems that could be implemented in the product of this project. 
 
 
2.1 Ektron CMS400.NET 
Ektron CM400.NET is one of the commercially available Content Management Systems, 
it gives non technical users the ability to create, deploy, and manage their website, it has a 
number of features which makes it competitive in comparison to other systems. 
(Ekt, 2006) states that Ektron has a number of essential features which attract consumers, 
they are described as follow: 

• Web statistic: It helps website administrators to track the life cycle of visitors of 
the website which helps to identify the number of people visited the website as 
well identifying which web pages they particularly visited and from which 
website they come from. 

• Content organization: It allows authors to categorize and organize their content 
into logical groups, which in turn helps repurposing shared content into different 
areas of the website. 

• Geographic mapping: It provides geomapping which allows authors to create 
geographic sensitive contents which then appears on other website maps such as 
Google map or MS Virtual Earth map, this feature encourages visitors to stay on 
the website if they needed map directions as the map control is plugged into the 
website.  

• Blogging: It provides blogging features which further improves communication 
between members of the website and it also provides posting workflows, blogs 
viewer authentication and comment moderation. 
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• Forum: A forum can be added to the website which will encourage further 
interaction between members and the website, it allows built in membership 
security model for authentication. 

• Email alert: Email alerting can also be implemented to notify members about any 
new enhancement or updates to the website to keep them coming back to the 
website, this kind of feature could be used in ecommerce website to notify the 
member about special offers for example. 

• Broken link checker: It allows authors to check for broken links within their web 
pages. 

• Spell checking:  spell checker option is available for the authors that works just 
like any word processing software. 

 
 
2.2 Ingeniux CMS Version 5 
Ingeniux CMS is an XML (Extensible Markup Language) based Content Management 
System, all contents are created and managed in XML, it stores contents such as text, 
images and so on in XML repository, it is developed to empower content authors to 
publish information onto web pages via a web based client application with new 
information, its main features are described by (Ingen, 2006), they are as follow: 

• Drag and Drop: Content authors can use drag and drop option to publish their 
contents onto the desired location of the website. 

• Spell check: it is used to check the entire contents of web pages before publishing 
for spelling mistakes in the same way as using Microsoft office word processor. 

• Application repurposing: It helps to structure web contents as open standards 
XML format, which then can be published as a desired file format such as HTML, 
PDF or even MS word, and allows authors to easily repurpose their application 
through out the website. 

• Template page: Can be used throughout the website to ensure a consistent look 
and feel on every page for all users. 

• Content archiving: Allow content authors to archive contents in specific 
locations of the website by using simple user interface. 

• Access level permission: Web masters can allocate levels of permission to 
content authors to create, update, or publish information onto the website, so not 
everyone can add or remove information unless they are authorized, which 
improves system security and control version of documents. 

• Blogging: Is one of the built in modules which is provided to increase 
communication between website members. 

• Forums: Users can post suggestions, new items etc through the use of intuitive 
web based interface. 
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2.3 WebDeck 
WebDeck is a web based content Management System which allows non technical and 
non qualified web designers to update and publish information onto websites in an easy, 
flexible and yet efficient manner. 
 
Features of WebDeck as stated by (WDK, 2006) are as follow: 

• Numerous Technology supports: It provides non design constrains by allowing 
designers to create their web pages in a creative way, and it implements all the 
available web technologies for example Java applets, Flash, Video, instant 
messaging and music. 

• Platform independent: Is a Java based system which makes its platform 
independent, e.g. could be run on any operating systems. 

• Access level permission: Provides a level of security to authorize users by 
providing them with username and encrypted passwords to login and use the 
system to update certain areas of websites. 

• Copy and Paste: Contents can be created by using a friendly user interface which 
allows none technical people to easily publish their documents such as an article 
and previewing it before publishing, also contents could be copied and pasted into 
the desired location and WebDeck would apply the appropriate template to keep 
the newly created web page consistent to other pages and can spell check the 
document accordingly. 

• Accessibility: WebDeck fully supports the A, AA and AAA web accessibility 
standards and is rapidly becoming one of the most popular content management 
systems for running highly accessible sites. 

• Web compliant: It is a compliant with the latest web standards such as XHTML 
1.1, CSS2, RSS and XML which helps to syndicate all contents within WebDeck 
via web services. 

 
 
2.4 Morello: 
Morello is developed by Mediasurface; it is widely used within large numbers of 
organizations, such as World Wide Wrestling, the Home Office, Stockton on Tees 
borough Council and Cancer Research UK. 
 
Morello has a number of features, described by (Moor, n.d.) as follow: 

• Drag and drop: Users can use the drag and drop option to add contents to web 
pages, for example, an image can be grabbed and dropped into the content 
repository, or it can be selected for editing using Photoshop and save back into the 
repository. 
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• Supporting technologies: It supports a number of new technologies such as 
AJAX for developing web pages, it provides a dynamic interface in web browsers 
such as Internet Explorer and Firefox without the need for browser plug-ins. 

• Content structure organization: Users can use content explorer to create 
contents easily in a folder structure pattern, for example authors can create new 
folders in a windows explorer fashion and add new pages into that folder. 

• Content explorer: Content authors can add new pages to the website from 
content repository which has been stored previously using content explorer and 
apply a simple URL and template to keep it consistent with the website layout. 

• Friendly URL: URLs could be assigned to any pages by using a simple user 
interface. 

• Multi-lingual support: Content authors can create web pages in any language, 
for example French. 

• WYSIWYG editing: Based upon the principle of the built-in WYSIWYG (What 
You See Is What You Get) editor, content can be typed straight into your web 
pages and enriched with a layout, styles, tables and images. 

• Google search implementation: Mediasurface signed an agreement with Google 
to implement Google search appliance into Morello. (Morello & Google, 2007) 
states that “Google Search Appliance to deliver highly relevant search results”, 
this search will only return information that is relevant to the user’s access 
privilege. Which means the security aspect within Morello is completely 
maintained. 

 
 
2.5 RedDot 
RedDot is a windows based platform and server based application which allows large 
numbers of contributors with no technical skills to publish information onto the website. 
RedDot has a number of features which makes it competitive when compared against 
other products identified. 
 
From RedDot website (RedDot, 2001.) it can be seen that RedDot Content Management 
Systems have the following features: 

• Migrate Content from legacy systems 
With the RedDot Content Management Systems Import Manager™; content can 
be migrated from legacy content management systems, external databases or text-
based formats to RedDot Content Management Systems. It can rapidly decrease 
the migration time. 

• SmartEdit – Intuitive, Intelligent power: Web pages can be updated by 
dragging and dropping contents onto the desired web page or by directly typing it 
into the pages. 
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• Access privilege: Smart edit module allows users to update only areas specific to 
them, such permission to update web pages is granted through RedDot permission 
bases security model. 

• Secure storage: The asset manager helps to store all versions of graphics that are 
used on the site in a secured and centralized location for future tracking. 

• Content importing: Authors can easily and rapidly import contents from text 
based applications or external databases on to web pages. 

• Accessibility: it provides web developers with a web compliant manager which 
helps to verify that the web site is compliant with Section 508 and W3C usability 
standards to ensure that people with disabilities can have access to the website, it 
also finds text and colour inconsistencies throughout the site. 

• Blogging: Users can easily deploy and edit their blogs utilizing a full-featured 
text editor as identified by (Kamps, n.d.)]. 

• Link Management: (RedDot, 2001) states External links are automatically 
checked and verified by RedDot. If a target address no longer exists the user can 
enter a new URL, which will be automatically corrected throughout the entire 
project. 

 
2.6 Matrix diagram 
The following table compares key features of the identified Systems. 

Functionality/Compatibility Ektron Ingeniux WebDeck Morello RedDot 

Drag and drop No Yes No Yes Yes 
Geographic mapping Yes No No No No 
Forum Yes Yes No No No 
Email Alert Yes No No No No 

Spell checker Yes Yes No No No 
Broken link checker Yes No No No Yes 
Using template No Yes No No No 
Archiving tool No Yes No No No 
Blog Yes Yes No No Yes 
Access level permission No Yes Yes No Yes 

Web statistic Yes No No No N o 

Search engine No No No Yes No 
Email validation Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Session management No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Version control Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Content trashing No Yes No Yes Yes 
Multi-lingual support Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
XHTML compliant Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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2.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter a number of commercial Content Management Systems in the market 
offering similar functionalities are identified, such as, WebDeck, Ektron version 5, 
Morello etc. It clearly indicates that they are used for similar purposes, which is to 
publish contents onto websites by content authors. 
 
Main features of them are identified, it also compared them in various aspects, such as 
security, usability, flexibility and so on and such comparison showed that each Content 
Management System fulfills some of user’s requirements, but they generally have similar 
features. 
 
However, there are many more commercial Content Management Systems available in 
the market which offers similar functionalities, for instance, Fatwire Content Server, 
Stellant, Vidnett etc have similar functionalities.  
 
A matrix diagram in section 2.6 is used to highlight main functionalities and capabilities 
of those products and provided a comparison between them. 
 
The main reason for such investigations was to identify some features of Content 
Management System which could be used in the product of this project. The matrix 
diagram is used to help identify most implemented features in those systems. 
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Chapter 3: Capturing User Requirements 
 
3.0 Introduction 
The prime objectives of developing a new system is to fulfil user’s requirements, in order 
to achieve such objectives, information gathering from system users is the first step to 
identify main functionality of the intended system. 
 
(Ben, 2002) argues that there are three main requirements to be considered during 
requirements capturing the phase of system development, they are described bellow: 

• Functional requirements: covers those activities a system is intended to perform, 
such as processing user inputs and producing expected outputs for users. 

• None functional requirements: these requirements are mainly concerned with 
how efficient the system performs the functional requirement, for example the 
speed of processing specific tasks by the system, how secure tasks are performed 
by the system, and so on. 

• Usability requirements: these are used to make a match between the 
functionality of a developed system and user expectation in terms of system 
usability, for example ways the system could handle incorrect user inputs i.e. 
validate user inputs. 

 
In this chapter the author discusses the available techniques to capture user requirements, 
and justify each technique for use within this project, then he will adapt the appropriate 
approach in order to capture user requirements for the product, once requirements for the 
system are gathered, they will be categorised according to the above functionalities. 
 
 
3.1 Requirement capturing techniques 
There are a number of methods to capture users requirements, such methods are listed 
and described briefly bellow: 
 

Background reading: this method helps to gain an understanding of the 
organisation’s need and its user’s requirements before preparing to undertake 
other fact finding techniques such as interviewing or questionnaires. However, 
(Ben, 2002) states that “written documents often do not match up to reality…” so 
requirements identified according to the contents of documents that have been 
read may not reflect to users needs.  

 
However, for the purpose of this project, data protection Act is an obstacle for 
implementing background reading method to capture user requirements; 
Prescription Pricing division restricts access to back ground reading to outside 
bodies for data protection reasons, therefore background reading option would be 
declined. 
 
Interview: it allows personal contact with system users and it provides more 
accurate information on users requirements. However, interviewing could prove 
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time consuming and costly and also different people could provide different 
information.  
 
Interview technique could not be implemented in this project as the manager of 
Prescription Pricing Division was not accessible due to the organisation’s policy, 
which does not allow managers to allocate time during working hours for none 
work related purposes. 

 
Observation: this technique provides even more accurate information as it allows 
analysts to observe how users perform their task and what could be expected from 
a system. However, the majority of users do not like to be observed while 
carrying out tasks and as a result they may behave differently to how they would 
normally carry out tasks. 
 
Observation also proved difficult to adapt in this project, as unemployed persons 
are not allowed to enter the Prescription Pricing Division’s premises due to 
security factors in addition to health and safety of its employees. 
 
Documents sampling: is done by collecting documents during interviews and 
observation activities, those documents could help system analysts to determine 
user’s requirements by what is recorded in them. 
 
However, such techniques could not be adapted in this project for a number of 
reasons: 

• Prescription Pricing Division does not have similar systems and therefore 
no documents available to assist in gather user requirements for the 
system. 

• Document sampling obtained during interviews or observation activities as 
mentioned earlier, are not adapted in this project and therefore no 
documents could be obtained. 

 
Questionnaire: is considered to be more economical than any other requirement 
capturing techniques as it helps gather information from users without the need 
for the analyst to travel anywhere. However, the downside of such methods is that 
not all users would reply to the questionnaire which could result in less 
information gathered and as stated by (Ben, 2002) “Good questionnaires are 
difficult to construct”.  

 
In this project, using questionnaires seemed to be the most viable option to 
capture user’s requirements for the reasons bellow: 

• Requires one specific person to be targeted (Prescription Pricing Division 
manager). 

• Does not require unemployed persons to enter the Prescription Pricing 
Division premises, which means no violation to security or health and 
safety rules. 
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• It causes no data protection violation to Prescription Pricing Division 
policy. 

• It was agreed with clients to use questionnaires to capture user 
requirements. 

 
 
3.2 Requirement Capturing 
A number of functionalities were identified during investigating the available commercial 
Content Management Systems in chapter two; they could be used in the intended system 
to enable non technical content authors within the Prescription Pricing Division to 
publish their own information. According to the questionnaire (shown in appendix B) 
which is completed by the web development team manager of Prescription Pricing 
Division, a number of requirements were captured. Those requirements are categorised in 
the order described in the chapter introduction. 

 
3.2.1 Functional requirement (Essential) 
According to the response of the questionnaire, a number of requirements which are 
identified seemed essential for the client; such requirements are described in detail 
bellow. 

• Administration Area:  The client is required to have an administration area for 
each department, each administrator would have their own unique username and 
password and each administrator will only be allowed to update their own area, 
those departments are as follows: 

o Information Technology. 
o Human Resources. 
o Finances 

• Posting news items by administrators: This functionality lets authors with a 
valid username and password to post news items onto their own area, ten news 
items will be displayed per web page. 

• Archiving news items: This mechanism is required to allow content authors to 
move out of date news items that are no longer required on the website to an 
archived area of the system, only administrators have the privilege to use this 
function. 

• Delete news items from archived area: It is required that only administrators 
can delete news items from archived areas, and each administrator can only delete 
news items from specified archived areas providing a correct username and 
password. 

• Suggestion box: This option is to allow any employees to post suggestions 
regarding their concerns about any issues in the organisation, anybody can 
respond to any suggestion available. 

• Archiving suggestion item: It is required that administrators can archive any 
suggestion item posted by employees. 

• Deleting suggestion item from archived area: Only administrators can delete 
suggestion items from the archived area. 
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• Creating new staff profile: It is required that the system enables administrators 
to create a new staff profile for employees, such profiles will include the 
following details: 

o Forename 
o Surname 
o Email address 
o Telephone number 
o Job title 
o Project title 
o Line manager first name 
o Senior manager first name 

• Search engine: This functionality is implemented for use by all users of the 
website to search for a particular employee within the organisation, the search 
result would only return general information about employees, for example, their 
names, contact details, such as email and telephone number, their line manager 
and project they are working on, the search criteria will include the following: 

o By first name 
o By surname 
o By job title 
o By department 

• Content trashing: administrators with access privilege can remove old contents 
from the website, this function covers the following contents: 

o Removing contents from archived areas permanently. 
o Removing employee profiles from employee list. 
o Removing Suggestion items from suggestion box. 

 
3.2.2 Non functional requirements (Desirable) 
This set of functionality is implemented to improve system security and stability, a 
number of functionality was required by the client to be implemented in the system, they 
are as follow: 

• Login and logout option:  to restrict unauthorised users from accessing 
restricted areas of the system such as the administration area, a valid username 
and password will be required from users to log in and to log out, such methods 
are required by the client to prevent unauthorised users from updating the system 
and also to prevent administrators from updating areas outside their scope. 

• Version control:  to avoid multiple users updating similar web page at the same 
time, i.e. avoid user concurrent, only one version of a document is writable for 
updating, for example, if news item is updated by an author, a lock will be 
applied to it unless it is explicitly released. 

• Access privilege: There are a number of administrators that have access privilege 
to update web pages, for example, removing staff profiles in specific locations of 
the website, only webmasters can create usernames and passwords for 
administrators to log into the system. 
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3.2.3 Usability requirement (Cosmetic) 
The following set of functionalities are to make the system easy to use, aesthetic, usable, 
consistent and above all, are in compliance to HCI standards, some requirements 
identified for this purpose are as follow: 

• Error prevention: Errors often made by feeding wrong values into the system, a 
number of methods could be used to prevent such errors, for instance, provide 
users to select values from select boxes on web forms whenever possible to avoid 
invalid user input submissions, or validate data format sent to the system to 
ensure it is in the correct format. 

• Consistency and standards: To make the systems user friendly and learnable, it 
is required to make all web pages have the same look and feel through out the 
website, for example using similar colour pattern, fonts, and layout. 

• Web based user interface:  All web pages are to comply with HCI standards 
specified by Nelson Jacob such as flexibility and efficiency of use, easy to use by 
applying the three clicks rules (a user can get to their final destination on the 
website within three clicks), error prevention, for example validate user inputs, 
and so on. 

• XHTML compliant:  all web pages must be valid XHTML. 
• Visibility of system status:  Provide users with feed back after performing 

actions, for example, inform users of updates completed successfully or 
unsuccessfully. 

 
 
3.3 Conclusion 
This chapter covered the way system functionality is divided into separate categories, and 
each category is described briefly, it also covered the available techniques and methods to 
capture user’s requirement for new systems, and each technique is discussed briefly. 
 
The author justified the appropriate user requirements gathering techniques to be used to 
capture user requirements to develop a functional product to empower content authors to 
publish information onto the corporate intranet. Some of those techniques proved difficult 
to adapt due to various reasons, such as, unavailability of client for interview, health and 
safety issue and organisation’s policy. However, it seemed possible to use questionnaires 
to capture user’s requirement by the client. 
 
Requirements gathered from the team manager of Prescription Pricing Division via 
questionnaires were divided into three categories; functional requirements, none 
functional requirement, and usability requirement, under each category, a number of 
requirements listed, those requirements are to be implemented in the system. 
 
The next chapter will discuss the available programming and scripting languages, 
database technologies and web servers, which could be used to develop the required 
product for the client. 
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Chapter 4: Identify and Justify Available scripting/Programming Languages and 
Technologies to Build Content Management Systems 
 
4.0 Introduction 
Developing the product for this project requires the use of programming/scripting 
languages, database technologies to store data for future manipulation, such as storing up 
to date data in the database and retrieve them later for display on web pages and web 
servers to deploy those applications that are used to fulfill user requirements. 
 
This chapter will consists of two main sections, section one identifies and evaluates some 
of the most popular programming/scripting languages which could be used for 
developing web applications, it will also describe their features, advantages and 
disadvantages and make a comparison between them by using Matrix diagram, some 
potential features of them will be included in a diagram to make the comparison. 
 
Section two covers available database technologies to store information that could be 
displayed on web pages.  A matrix diagram is also used to make a comparison between 
those database technologies; it will also identify and justify the web server that would be 
most suitable to use it with those languages and database. 
 
The main aim of this chapter is to find appropriate programming languages or scripts to 
create web applications and also to find appropriate database technologies and web 
servers to use for that application. 
 
 
4.1 Section one: Programming/Scripting languages 
In this section various popular programming/scripting languages will be identified and 
justified to develop a system that empower content authors to publish, update, or remove 
contents from Prescription Pricing Division’s intranet. 
 
4.1.1 PHP 
PHP which stands for Hypertext Pre-processor, is one of the most popular server sides 
scripting languages which are widely used by many web developers to develop web 
applications. 
 
There is a large PHP community, in which supports can be provided by fluent 
programmers to solve problems relating to PHP programs, for instance, one of the 
popular online forums of PHP community is available at http://www.phpcommunity.org/  
 
Advantages of PHP: PHP has a number of advantages, they are listed below: 

• (Bow, 2002) suggests that PHP is “easy to use” and can be embedded into HTML. 
• Provides code reusability to programmers by using built-in functions. 
• (Bow, 2002) states that “PHP is regarded as faster and more stable and supports a 

greater number of different Web servers and operating system platforms.” 
• Can be used without costs to create web pages as it is an open source language. 

http://www.phpcommunity.org/
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• Can be used to connect to database technologies such as MySQL and Oracle. 
 
Disadvantages of PHP 
PHP has a number of disadvantages, they are listed below: 

• PHP engine installation is required on servers to execute PHP code. 
• Can only be used to develop web applications, it is not as powerful as other 

programming languages, such as Java to build powerful stand alone applications. 
• Unavailable standardized error handling methods, for example it can not handle 

exceptions, so it requires more efforts from developers to handle errors. 
• PHP is “lacking the full object-oriented capabilities of other languages such as 

private variables, multiple inheritances, and so on”. (Bow, 2002). 

 
4.1.2 Perl 
Perl stands for Practical Extraction and Report Language; it was first created by Larry 
Wall in the mid 1960s and it is considered to be a cgi programming language. 
 
Advantages of Perl: Perl provides web developers a number of benefits, some of those 
benefits are: 

• Can be used to connect to databases. 
• Could be very efficient to write programs, for example text manipulation files. 
• Can be used for a wide range of programming aspects e.g. report generation. 
• It is open source and free for use and redistribution. 

 
Disadvantages of Perl: Despite the benefits that Perl provides web developers, it has 
some disadvantages, those are: 

• Can not be embedded onto the HTML code, it has to be placed in a different 
folder from HTML files, such as cgi-bin folder. 

• It is an interpreted language, (Pat, 2002) states that “Every Perl program must be 
passed through the Perl executable to be executed “, this means that it is executed 
every time the script is accessed, which requires large amounts of memory space 
as it requires forking extra process. 

 
4.1.3 ASP 
It is an abbreviation for Active Server Pages, it is a server side script, it is developed by 
Microsoft therefore it require IIS server to execute its code. 
 
Advantages: ASP provides more benefits to web developers than Perl in many ways, 
those benefits are listed below: 
 

• Browsers are not required to support ASP scripts since the script is processed 
on the server. 

• Can be embedded into the HTML files. 
• Can be used to connect to database technologies such as MySQL and Oracle and 

return results to client. 
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• It has a high level of performance in comparison to CGI languages, such as Perl. 
 
Disadvantages of ASP:  There are some negative points that web developers must be 
aware of when using ASP; these are: 

• Servers must have an ASP engine installed in it to execute the ASP code. 
• Users need to install other technologies, such as ChiliASP and instantASP in 

order to run it on platforms other than Windows. ASP “Is not platform 
independent” (Chris, 2002). 

• It is not open source, and it is not free of charge, so using ASP for web page 
development could prove costly. 

• Database connectivity is only available for the commercial version ASP. 

 
4.1.4 JSP 
Java Server Pages created by Sun to provide web developers with the choice to create 
dynamic web pages by connecting to databases. Some of the main advantages of JSP are 
listed bellow: 
 
Advantages of JSP:  Some of the advantages of JSP are: 

• It is free to use and redistribute. 
• It is supported by most web servers, such as Microsoft IIS, Netscape enterprise 

Server, and Sun web server. 
• It is platform independent which could be implemented on UNIX, Linux and 

Windows operating systems.  
• It can be embedded into HTML codes without using multiple print statements 
• Examples used by (Wrox, 2000) states that JSP can be used to connect to 

databases. 
• It can be used with other programming languages such as Java, which helps to 

hide business models from presentation. 
• It can use methods and built in functions which make it Object Orientated. 
 

Disadvantages of JSP: JSP has very little disadvantages to use for building web 
applications, for example: 

• (Bow 2002) states that JSP could “Lacks the rapid development and string 
manipulation capabilities of scripting languages”. 

 
4.1.5 Java 
Nowadays it is the most popular and widely used programming languages it was created 
by Sun Microsystems in the early 1990’s, Sun funded research project that was named 
Green, resulted in a C++ based language that James Gosling called Oak, however the 
name is already given to another programming language, so they named it Java which 
was suggested in a local coffee shop that was visited by a group of Sun people, the name 
has stuck to date. 
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Java is made up of large number of classes for example Input/Output class to take user 
input and display output; those classes contain methods that perform tasks. Such features 
made java an object oriented programming language. 
 
Advantages of Java: It has a number of advantages due to its size; some of the major 
advantages are listed below: 

• It has a large number of libraries and classes which could be used for any purpose, 
for example a large collection of classes available to deal with system security, 
string manipulation, database connectivity etc. 

• It is an object oriented language; it helps programmers to reuse codes rather than 
rewrite them again and again. 

• It automatically collects programmer’s garbage which saves processor resources. 
• It can be used to connect to any type of database technologies. 
• It is free for use and redistribute. 
• It is portable, which means the same program can be used on different platforms, 

like Unix, Window, and Mac, so programmers are not required to write different 
versions of the same program to run on a different operating system platform. 

• Incorrectly written Java programs may be prevented by Java virtual machine from 
causing problems to other programs in the system. 

• It is multithreaded which means it can perform several tasks simultaneously. 
• JavaBeans can be used to write reusable components which can save time and 

resources. 
 
Disadvantages of Java: despite the benefits Java provides its programmers, it has some 
disadvantages too, these are identified below: 

• Java programs run on java virtual machines which could be slower than programs 
written in other languages like C which provides immediate application execution, 
however such negative side is not noticeable due the speed of modern operating 
systems. 

• Java is described as a single-paradigm as stated by (Sahaf, 2007) “Java is 
predominantly a single-paradigm language. However, with the addition of static 
imports in Java 5.0 the procedural paradigm is better accommodated than in 
earlier versions of Java”. 

• Java can not be embedded into HTML coding; however the use of JSP with 
JavaBeans can work well together to achieve the same affect. 

 
 
4.2 Matrix diagram 
The following table provides a comparison between the identified scripting languages in 
the previous section in term of the following features: 
 
Cross platform: This means that the script could be ran on different operating systems, 
such as windows and Linux, such features is necessary in the system of this project to 
increase its usability. 
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Code reusability: This feature makes the use of the script to write certain codes and 
reuse it through out the system. For example creating a method in Java and use it as many 
times as needed in the system without rewriting it. 
Database support: this feature allows developers to use the script to manipulate data 
stored in databases. 
Code embedding: This feature describes the script as it could be used within the 
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) tag. 
 Multiple web server support: A languages that could be used with many web servers. 
Open source: this means that the script is available for use free of charge, since the 
product of this project is a prototype; the most useful script to use is the open source 
script. 

 
According to the above findings on scripting languages and the matrix diagram, PHP and 
JSP have similar capability to develop a functional system; both scripts can be embedded 
within HTML codes, which make it easy and fast for developers to develop dynamic web 
pages. 
 
However, the most outstanding feature of JSP is its capability to use Java components 
which enables developers to use software components written in Java within the web 
application and it helps developers to avoid using large chunks of JSP scripts inside JSP 
pages, which makes web pages easier to maintain, simpler to read, and more accessible to 
none-programmers, whereas PHP lacks such features as it can not be integrated with any 
other programming languages. 
 
Furthermore, Java gives developers a wide range of API libraries that can be easily used 
to enhance web applications. Developers can also make full use of object orientation 
techniques for developing the database driven website. This means that reusable Java 
components can greatly reduce future development maintenance, moreover, it makes 
applications cross platform, for example migrating the system from NT based platforms 
to UNIX based platforms should be viable. 
Therefore, using JSP and Java in developing a functional system is more appropriate for 
the project than using PHP. 
 
 

Languages Cross 
platform 

Code 
reusability 

Database 
support 

Code 
embedding 

Multiple 
web server 
support 

Open 
source 

PHP Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Perl Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

ASP No Yes Yes Yes No No 

JSP Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Java Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes 
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4.3 Section two: Database technologies 
Developing Content Management System requires the use of databases to store data for 
future manipulations, in this section, some database technologies will be identified and 
justified for use in this project. 

 
4.3.1 Oracle 
Is an open source technology, it is portable and cross platform, which makes it usable on 
a number of operating systems, such as Windows platforms and Unix platforms. 
 
Oracle PL/SQL provides code reusability, (O’Reilly, 2005) describes it as “write once, 
run everywhere”, which indicates that it is written once on a particular machine and yet it 
is useable on any other machine that has oracle database installed on it (Oracle version 
compatibility is needed of course). 
 
Oracle is easy to integrate with other programming languages such as java and JDBC, 
visual Basic and ODBC, etc. (O’Reilly, 2005) states that “Oracle offers certain PL/SQL 
enhancements such as FORALL statement that can improve database performance by an 
order of magnitude or more”. 
Oracle has a number of other features, such as the famous ACID transaction feature, they 
are explained in brief below: 
 
Atomicity: Data will be saved permanently to the database if the transaction is successful 
or rolled back to its previous stats if it is not successful.  
Consistency: Database transformation is performed from one valid stat to another if 
transaction is successfully completed, or is rolled back to its previous state if integrity 
constrains is not satisfied otherwise. 
Isolation:  This feature makes transaction results of one process hidden from other 
transactions, i.e. if an update process is performed on a particular data, the data is locked 
and other transactions can not use the data until it is released, thus it increases data 
security. 
Durability: Once a transaction is successfully completed, data is stored permanently. 

 
4.3.2 MySQL 
MySQL is an open source technology and can work well with other open source scripting 
languages such as PHP, JSP and Java. It also works well with web servers such as 
Apache, and Apache tomcat. MySQL could be used on different platforms, such features 
makes it cross platform like Oracle. 
 
Stored routine in MySQL improves security of data when working with sensitive data, it 
makes developers have access only to data that needs manipulation, it works similarly to 
the Isolation feature of Oracle. However, sub routines effect database performance as it 
consumes additional processor and memory space. (Gil, 2006). 
 
Moreover, user access to MySQL database is enforced by providing usernames and 
passwords at minimum level. 
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Data in MySQL tables can be readable and unlocked while performing backups on data 
by using MySQL clustering, (Dave, 2006) states that MySQL clustering “allows 
administrators to make back ups while cluster is running without locking tables”. 
  
MySQL can also be integrated with other scripting languages, such as Perl, PHP, JSP etc 
to manipulate data stored in the database. MySQL is described to be a Relational 
Database Management System, so it can be used to create procedures which could then 
be used more than once to save time and cost of development. 

 
4.3.3 SQL Server 2005 
SQL server 2005 has a number of versions, the express edition is free of charge and 
therefore it is evaluated for use against other database technologies identified. 
 
SQL server express edition can be implemented to perform database manipulation in the 
same way as using more sophisticated versions. However, the express edition limits users 
in database size, maximum database size is 4 Gigabytes and it supports only one CPU so 
this feature makes it inappropriate for use in large applications. (Balt, 2006) 
 
SQL server has a number of features, for example: 

• Rapid Access: it allows fast data access by keeping frequently accessed data in the 
memory, when data is requested; however, it results in vast usage of memory 
resources. 

• Consistency: It allows only one client to manipulate data at a time; other 
transactions are prevented from manipulating the same data. 

• Access Control: It provides security to control access to data at various levels, 
such as server level, database level, and the object level. 

 
4.4 Matrix diagram 
 The following matrix table is used to make a comparison between the identified database 
technologies in terms of their features and capabilities, most of those headings in this 
diagram are described in section 4.2. However, User Authentication is explained below as 
it is not described previously. 
User Authentication: This means that users can not access tables in the database unless 
they provide valid login details to connect to the database first, such features could 
increase the security of data from hacking. 
Database Cross platform Code reusability User 

Authentication 
Open source 

Oracle Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MySQL Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SQL Server 
2005 

No No Yes No 
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To choose database technologies to store information, MySQL and Oracle have most of 
the required functionality according to the matrix diagram, they also have close 
similarities; they are both capable to perform the same task in creating Content 
Management Systems, such as storing large amounts of data, deploying them on different 
platforms, and so on. However, using MySQL requires less resource usage on client and 
server machines than Oracle, such as memory, and CPU usage, MySQL uses less space to 
install it on client and server machine and there is a higher number of MySQL resources 
available to consult, therefore, a decision could be made to use MySQL instead of Oracle 
during the development of the product to store or retrieve data. 
 
 
 4.5 Web servers 
The most suitable web servers for use within this project are open source web servers, as 
it is difficult and costly to pay for commercial web servers for the product of this project. 
However, it is important to choose a web server that can support the chosen programming 
languages and database technology. It is also important to choose a web server that can 
be implemented on different platforms as the Prescription Pricing Division may opt to 
choose a different platform to deploy the web applications from the platform used by the 
author to develop the system. 
 
Apache Tomcat web server could be the most appropriate web server in this case; firstly 
it works well for deploying web applications built by using Java and JSP, secondly, the 
client company uses Apache tomcat to deploy their web applications, thirdly, it can be 
used without making any configuration to it, however, it is possible to configure it to suit 
developer’s interest, such as configuring the use of database with it and finally, a number 
of IDEs could be configured to be used it, such as JCreator, Net Beans, etc to build web 
applications and write required programs for the system. 
 
 
4.6 Required software 
A number of hardware and software are required to develop the intended system of this 
project. The main hardware and software required are: 

• Third party software: In order to design the diagrams required during the design 
phase of the product, Microsoft Visio 2003 seemed most appropriate, firstly, the 
development platform used for system documentation is a Microsoft based 
platform and secondly, Visio has a selection of predefined UML diagram 
components that could speed up the design process.  

• JCreator: will be used to build Java applications, such applications are used to 
connect to database using JDBC connection, or get and set values of Java attribute 
in accordance to values received from client via web forms, it is also used to 
compile and test those classes prior to deploy them on the web server. 

• Macromedia Dreamweaver: is industry standard software, it will be used to 
create HTML, JSP web pages, Cascading Style Sheet files and JavaScript. 

• Macromedia Fireworks: will be used to create graphical contents for the 
system’s user interface, such as website logo, banner, control panel images for the 
system, etc. 
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• MySQL connector: the MySQL connector library is used to connect the Java 
classes to the database. 

• Java library: would be used, for example, SQL library, which will be imported 
into the Java classes in order to efficiently make use of the SQL statements inside 
them. Other required Java libraries are Input and Output. 

 
 
4.7 Conclusion 
Developing CMS requires using programming or scripting languages and database 
technologies.  
 
In the first section of this chapter, a number of programming/scripting languages are 
identified, they are described briefly and some of their main features are highlighted, at 
the end of the section, a decision is made and justified to choose particular language for 
developing web applications. 
 
In section two, three database technologies are identified and their features are 
highlighted. A decision is made and justified at the end of the section to choose particular 
database technology to store and manipulate data needed in the system. 
Apache tomcat is chosen to deploy the web applications, for reason justified in section 
4.5. 
 
In the last section a number of hardware and software are identified, they are to be used 
during the system development. Most of the hardware and software requirements are 
available in the University labs and also on personal computer. 
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Design section 
 
In this section, the covered three main aspects of the system are discussed in three 
chapters, those chapters named system design, system implementation, and system 
testing. 
 
System design covers system architecture, the author discuss the architecture of the 
system and the elements consist of, he will then move onto design specification, a 
number of UML diagrams are developed to model the system, for instance, use case 
diagram, activity diagram, class diagram and so on, samples of those diagrams are 
included in the chapter and discussed briefly, a database model and script is also created 
during this phase, and finally the HCI standards are also identified in order to implement 
into the implementation of the system. 
 
In system implementation, a user interface is designed for the system following the HCI 
principles identified in the system design chapter, a number of graphics and images are 
also designed to implement them into the system user interface. 
Moreover, the developer created a Cascading Style Sheet to format the system layout and 
content, he also designed templates for the user interface to save time and to prevent 
system inconsistency. 
A number of Java and JSP classes are also developed to undertake main system 
functionality, major problems that are encountered during this stage are discussed and 
approaches to solve them are also discussed. 
 
The final chapter of this section is the system test chapter. In this chapter, the adaptable 
testing mechanism is undertaken to test the system, those techniques included white box 
testing and black box testing. 
In white box testing the developer performed unit testing and program testing, unit testing 
involved testing a various number of methods declared inside Java classes to check for 
bugs and errors and in program testing the developer tested completed Java classes to 
ensure that all various methods can collaborate successfully to deliver the required tasks. 
Black box testing consisted of security testing, usability testing, navigation testing, etc. A 
test plan is created, (see appendix K for full test plan), the plan is then used by a tester 
and the result is recorded, the aim of this testing approach is mainly to check if the 
system perform task is as expected or not. 
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Chapter five: System Design 
 
5.0 Introduction 
In the previous analysis chapters, the author investigated languages, software, hardware, 
and technologies available to build a functional system that would assist a non technical 
person to update or publish information onto the corporate intranet of Prescription Pricing 
Division. It identified user requirements for the product of this project from the web 
development team manger at PPD. 
A number of issues required to discuss in this chapter in order to assist the developer to 
implement the system successfully, those issues includes: 

• System architecture 
• Design specification 
• Use case diagram 
• Use case description 
• Activity diagrams 
• Class diagram 
• Database design 
• HCI consideration 

 
 
5.1 System architecture 
The product of this project is a web based  application, it consists of programming 
languages, database technologies and web servers, therefore, it is considered a three tiers 
architecture, those tiers are client tire, middle tier, and database tier, the diagram in figure 
5.1 shows those tires. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: system architecture 
 
The client tier is the user (administrator in most cases although it could be an employee), 
users can input data into the system to be processed, and request a response from the 
system as output. For instance a user could feed the system in this tier with an employee’s 
surname and request to output his/her details, based on data stored in the database. 
 
The middle tier is the web server (for example Apache tomcat in this case), it is used to 
store the JSP scripts and java classes i.e. it deploys the web applications. 

Client tier    Middle tier   Database tier 
 
 
 
 
 
   Client user           Apache tomcat   MySQL  
      server    database 

Web 
server 
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JSP and Java is used after a series of comparisons against other available languages and 
scripts in chapter four. The main advantages of using Apache Tomcat is that it fits well 
with JSP and Java, it is free of licensing cost which saves costing in building the 
application and there is a large community which is constantly enhancing it. 
 
The third tier is the database tier, which uses MySQL database to store all the data needed 
for the application, for example employee’s details, suggestion items, news items and so 
on. The decision on using MySQL is made after a series of comparisons against other 
database technologies such as Oracle and SQL Server 2005 in chapter. 
 
 
5.2 Design specification 
The developer intends to develop an object orientated product where objects can 
collaborate to fulfil user’s requirement. In order to identify the required objects the 
system, a number of diagrams are required to model the system prior to implement it. 
UML diagrams perceived as a way to allow the developer to explore the design of web 
applications from a deeper prospective. This section covers the UML diagrams used for 
this project. 

 
5.2.1 Use case Diagrams 
A Use case diagram is used in this project to provide graphical description of the 
functionality that the system provides its users; each use case in the diagram represents a 
particular functionality of the system. The diagram is also used to show which user 
interacts with the system. Figure 5.2 shows the use case diagram of the administrator to 
add a news article to the system. A full set of use case diagram that covers all the system 
functionality is shown in appendix C. 
 
The use diagram designed for this project consists of three main elements, actors, use 
cases and use case interactions. 
Actor: generally, actors could be human, another system or hardware, in this project; the 
actor is any employee or an administrator of PPD, so it is always human. 
Use cases: each use case in the diagram is shown in an ellipse, and each one use case 
represents a particular functionality of the system. 
Interaction: the links between the actor and the use cases is the interactions; it shows 
which actor interacts with the system to achieve a requirement fulfilled by the system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.2: Example use case diagram: Administrator adds news item 

 Use case diagram: Add News Item 

Login 

Add news 

Log out 
CM0648 
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5.2.2 Use case descriptions 
For each use case of this project, a use description is used to describe the way actors 
interact with the system, the aim of creating use case descriptions, is to help identify 
major alternative and exceptional scenarios that a use case may go through during the 
process of fulfilling user requirements, for instance, alternative scenarios, is the way the 
system is when an administrator tries to log into the system, from the way it is intended 
to. 
Exceptional scenarios are those when the system fails to fulfil a task for any reason, such 
as failing to logon the administrator to the system, use case description explains in plain 
text what the system will have to do when such scenario occurs and it helps to find a way 
to deal with then during the implementation of the system. Figure 5.3 is an example of 
the process involved to log in the administrator. 
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Primary scenario: 
 
Administrator      System 
1. Request log in     2. Request log in details 
3. Send log in detail     4. Validate login details 
       [A1. Invalid login details] 
       5. Show login page 
Alternative scenario: 
[A1 Administrator enters wrong log in details] 
Administrator      System 
       1. Request log in details 
2. Send log in detail 
[E1. Administrator cancels login] 
       3. Validate login details 
       [A1. Invalid login details] 
       4. Show login page 
Exceptional scenario: 
[E1 Administrator cancels to log in] 
Administrator      System 
E1. Administrator cancels to log in   E2. Display home page 
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re 5.3: Example of user case description for administrator to login 

an been seen in the above example, a use case description, shows textual description 
e process involved in a use case. It covers alternative and exceptional scenarios. 
ever, a full set of use case description is show in appendix D. 

 Activity diagrams 
vity diagrams are used in this project to show the activities involved in a particular 
case, figure 5.4 show an activity diagram for use case login. It consists of a number of 
ents, such as: 
 Initial state, this is shown as a filled black circle.  
 Activities: those are show in a rectangular shape with rounded edge. 
 Decisions: these are shown in an empty diamond shape, the decision is written in 
plain texts between square brackets. 

 Final state, it is where the process reaches the end. 
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The diagram consists of all the above elements, see appendix E for a full set of activity 
diagrams that are used for other use cases in the use case diagram. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.4: Example of activity diagram: Administrator logging into system. 

 
5.2.4 Class diagrams 
The class diagram in appendix F is used in this project is constructed to show the static 
interaction between different objects that works together to fulfil user’s requirements, it 
consists of several classes and each class consists of several attributes and operations. 
Each class represents particular objects within the system. 
The aim for designing the diagram and identifying the classes, is to help the developer to 
easily understand the types of objects required for the system during implementation 
phase, the relationships between them, and they way they collaborate to achieve 
particular requirement. 
 
Figure 5.5 shows the basic element of two classes that are used for this project, an 
administrator class and department class, each class contains some attributes and 
operations and are linked together by acquisition, (strait line with a filled diamond shape 
in one end, the diamond shape is in the parent side), which means, if the parent class is 
removed then the child class will be removed as well, the administrator class is dependant 
upon the department class, because if there is no department, then there will be no need 
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for an administrator to manage it, therefore, removing department class will result in 
removing administrator class as well, therefore, the relationship is described as 
acquisition. The multiplicity between them is one department can have zero or many 
administrator.  
(See appendix F for the complete class diagram). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 5.5: Example class diagram: relationship between department and administrator. 
 
 
5.3 Database design 
Normalisation form is a process which helps to organise data in the database efficiently, it 
is used in this project to remove redundant data and to make sure that data dependency 
makes sense, this approach helped to save space and resources that the database may use 
in the system. 
 
Creating the normalization forms iterated through three stages before it was ready for use 
to design the database script according to it; those stages are defined as 1NF, 2NF, and 
3NF, referred to first Normal Form, second Normal Form, and third Normal Form. 
 
The database for this project uses the 3NF (third Normal Form), although it made use of 
the 1NF and 2NF to achieve the 3NF. 
 
The first stage 1NF referred to as first normal form, it is used to identify all the possible 
tables that may be required for the system, (see appendix G Normalisation Forms for 
1NF). Those tables included: 

o Employee 
o Department 
o Suggestion 
o Response 
o Administrator 
o Jobs 
o Project 
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The above tables have many different fields, some of those attributes appeared in other 
tables as well, while some other ones are only existed in one table and seemed 
unnecessary; therefore, it was decided to use the 2NF. 
 
The 2NF extended 1NF, duplicated data are removed in this stage, it also identifies data 
that occurred in multiple tables and placed them in different independent tables, and the 
tables related together using  foreign keys. Thereafter, tables at this stage are as follow: 

o Line manager 
o Administrator 
o Jobs 
o Employee 
o Department 
o Suggestion 
o Senior manager 
o Project 
o News 
o Response 

 
3NF extends 2NF, the number of tables remained the same, however, relationships 
between the tables are improved and it identified the entity relationships between the 
tables, for example, one to many or many to many. So the 3NF finalised the required data 
inside the tables and determined their relationships. This form is then used to create the 
database script (as shown in appendix G, database script) which consequently executed 
using MySQL to create the database for the system. (See appendix G for 1NF, 2NF, 3NF, 
and database script). 
 
 
5.4 HCI Consideration 
In this project the principals of Human Computer Interaction is to be used for designing 
the user interfaces in order to ensure that the system is of high quality level. According to 
Jakob Nielsen, the following are the ten HCI principals that should be considered during 
implementation of the user interface for the system. (Nielsen, n.d.). 

1. Visibility of system status: This feature is to inform user of system status and 
give appropriate feedback to user after completion of tasks. 

2. Match between system and the real world: The system should make use of 
concepts that users are familiar with, for instance, using images that are related to 
real world objects. 

3. User control and freedom: Implement features in which it gives users control 
and freedom of what they want to do, if a user makes a mistake. 

4. Consistency and standards: The system should be kept consistent through out. 
For instance, locating main navigation links in the same place on every page, 
using similar colour pattern and page layout in all pages to avoid users confusion. 

5. Error prevention: instead of displaying good error messages, it is better to 
prevent users from making errors, for instance eliminate error prone conditions, or 
present users with confirmation dialog prior to taking action or processing a task. 
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6. Recognition rather than recall: making objects, actions and options visible to 
users in order to minimize user’s memory load, instructions to use the system be 
visible to users and easily retrieved. 

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use: making the system easy to use and flexible to 
use by novice and experienced users and allow them to tailor frequent action. 

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design: The system should not contain irrelevant 
information in dialogue boxes. 

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors:  Explain error 
messages in plain language, indicate the problem and provide suggestion to users 
to recover easily. 

10. Help and documentation: Provide users with a help option anywhere appropriate 
in the system. 

 
The above HCI principles are identified in order to be used during system 
implementation, for example, when designing the user interface, some of those standards 
would be required to make it easy to use, consistent, flexible and so on. 
 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the system architecture is outlined to understand the main sections of the 
system and to give an idea of what types tools would be needed to design the system. 
 
A number of design models is created in this chapter to provide the developer a clear 
vision of implementing the system, for instance, a use case diagram is created which 
identifies the system functionalities and then a number of use case descriptions created to 
explain the process involved in each use case in the diagram, activity diagrams are used 
for each use cases to cover the activities involved in each use cases. 
 
Moreover, a thorough class diagram is created to identify all the required attributes and 
operations to each Java class that are to be developed, so, during implementation, the 
developer uses the classes designed in the class diagram to build the Java application to 
connect to database and perform all the database transactions. 
 
In order to identify the database tables needed for the system, a database model is created 
using normalisation forms, this model is iterated through a number of stages, each stages 
future improved the previous one till a complete database model is created, the final 
normal form is then used to create an executable database script to create the database for 
use during implementation. 
 
Finally, some HCI principles are highlighted and described briefly to help in designing a 
usable and user friendly Interface for the system. 
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Chapter six: System Implementation 
 
6.0 Introduction 
System analysis is completed and the entire requirement for the system is identified. The 
necessary models to design the system upon, are also completed in chapter five, they are 
to provide guidelines to implement the system. 
 
After a series of research and analysis, the chosen programming/scripting languages to 
build all necessary web applications are Java and JSP, the database chosen for the system 
is MySQL version 5 and finally all web applications and Java classes will be deployed on 
Apache tomcat 5. 
 
The design phase emphasised on modelling the system in term of its functionality to 
make it easier for the developer to implement the system. The system will be 
implemented based on models created in the design chapter. 
 
This chapter will describe the process involved in creating the necessary application for 
the system; this includes problems encountered and decisions made by the developer to 
overcome those problems. 
 
 
6.1 User interface design 
The first step during system implementation was to design a user interface; the developer 
designed a web based user interface as the system is based on web applications. 
Website banners and logos are placed at the top of every web page to comply with the 
HCI standard regarding system consistency and to preserve the corporate image of the 
company. 
Furthermore, main navigation links are placed on the left hand side of every web page to 
ensure that the user interface is kept consistent throughout the website. 
Moreover, hyperlinks of pages that user’s visit changes colour from blue to black and 
bold to inform users of where they are within the website. 
 
 
6.2 Graphic design 
During this stage, a number of graphics are designed, some of those graphics are used for 
website logos, banners and navigation links; images of closed folder  is used next to 
main links that are not visited to indicate that the main link has sub links which  are not 
shown,  whereas the open folder image  means that main link is opened, the reason for 
creating such graphics, are to comply with HCI principle identified in section 5.6, and 
also to make a match between the system and real world and to make the user interface 
aesthetic. Next to each sub link, an image of a blue  or black arrow  is placed, blue 
arrows reflect unvisited pages and black arrows indicate the page that the user is at. 
Those graphics and images are show in figure 6.1. A number of web pages with those 
graphics are shown in appendix H 
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Figure 6.1 shows the admin page which used those graphics. One of most important 
aspects to be considered in creating the necessary graphics was to ensure they are all in 
small sizes; maximum size of each image was not to exceed 15killo bits to ensure speed 
download of web pages, as large image size may delay web page download time in which 
effect the system usability. The primary graphics created includes the company logo, 
banner, folders, etc, for instance, images of folders are created and placed next to 
navigation links, each folder represents that the link contains sub links within them, 
closed folders indicates the link is not visited, whereas the open folders indicates it is 
currently visited. 

 
Figure 6.1: sample of administrator page 
 
 
6.3 Cascading Style Sheet creation 
Two separate CSS files are created for the system. The main reason for using CSS is to 
format the text, font, colour, hyperlinks, images etc throughout the system dynamically to 
keep all pages consistent, the other reason was to make the HTML codes readable, as 
using CSS would help reduce using extra HTML tags to format web page presentation 
and layout. 
 
One CSS file is created to format the navigation links in the system. All hyperlink and 
navigation buttons uses one CSS file, changes to any link or button in the system could be 
achieved by making changes in one file, the reason to choose this approach is to help save 
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time, ensure work efficiency and consistency of navigation links and also to make the file 
readable by separating the navigation link format from content format. 
 
The other CSS file is used to format web page content, such as text, images, colours etc 
throughout the system, for instance, the same font and text size is used in all web pages 
and content authors do not need to apply anything to format the content, as the contents 
are formatted in consistent with other web pages by the CSS files. 
 
 
6.4 Template design 
The main reason for designing templates is to avoid copy and paste of codes on every 
page if a change is applied to one page, then the changes would automatically be applied 
to all other pages that use it. The reason for choosing templates is to ensure that all pages 
are kept consistent, for instance, to keep navigation links on the same place on every web 
page, or to keep the logo at the top right hand corner of every page and also using 
template helped to save time. 
 
A template is created for all departments using Macromedia Dreamweaver as it is easy to 
update web pages belonging to a particular template, and it is also accessible from 
University laboratories. Layouts of each templates are the same, however, there are minor 
differences between each one of them, (see appendix H to view the differences between 
each one of them), for example, the hyperlink to IT department pages is in bold to let 
users know they are in the IT section of the website, so any  pages that belongs to IT 
department templates, would have the ‘IT home’ link in bold as, if the template is 
changed, then those changes would automatically apply to other pages that uses it, 
therefore. 
 
 
6.5 Database creation 
The executable database script created is based on the 3NF which is created in chapter 
five.  The database script is executed using MySQL (see appendix G for the database 
script), when the script is executed, a database is created in which the system use it to 
store, retrieve and manipulate data through out the system. 
 
During the creation of the database a major problem was that MySQL software did not 
recognise some SQL statements inside the database scrip, the problem occurred due to 
the structure of the codes used in the script, for instance there were some tables that were 
related to each other, therefore, tables that was dependent on another table could not be 
created until the parent table was created first, the structure of the database script did not 
allow this to happen at first, therefore, the database script structure was amended by 
rearranging the tables several times, and it was executed a number of times until  the 
problem was solved database was successfully created. 
After the database was created, a Java class was developed to connect to the database (see 
figure 6.2), the problem encountered during the development of the Java class, was that 
the required SQL class was not imported into the Java class, it caused the database 
connection to fail to connect to it. 
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Figure 6.2: example of Java class to connect to MySQL database. 
 
 
6.6 Creating Java classes 
A number of Java classes are created using JCreator software as it is easy to compile the 
classes and it is also free to use, Those classes are created according to the class diagram 
shown in appendix F. 
One of the reason for using Java is to make the system an object orientated base, several 
separate methods are created in each Java classes, each method accomplish different task, 
which they can collaborate to fulfil particular requirement and also separate classes are 
created which other classes can use its features when required, for instance,  the example 

package corporateIntranet; 
// import java classes 
import java.sql.*, import java.io.*; 
// declare sqlBean class 
public abstract class sqlBean{ 
 // decalre connection, statement, and url variales 
 public Connection connection; 
 public Statement statement; 
 String url = "jdbc:mysql://localhost:1128/mysql"; 
 // sqlBean constructor 
 public sqlBean(){  // empty constructor } 
 // define connection method to conect to mysql database 
 public void makeConnection() throws Exception{ 
  try{ 
   // get mysql driver 
   Class.forName ("com.mysql.jdbc.Driver").newInstance(); 
   // get connection 
   connection = DriverManager.getConnection(url, "root", "112879"); 
   // create statement 
   statement = connection.createStatement(); 
  } 
  // catch any exception that may occure 
  catch(Exception ex){ 
   // display error message 
   System.out.println("Exception of type " + ex + " occured " ); 
  } // end of catch statement 
 } // end of method makeConnection 
 public abstract void cleanup() throws Exception; 
 // mehtod to disconnect from database 
 public void takeDown() throws Exception{ 
  try{ 
   // call abstract method 
   cleanup(); 
   connection.close(); 
  } // end of try statement 
   // catch any exception that may occure 
  catch(Exception ex){ 
  System.out.println("there has been a problem closing the database connection" ); 
  }// end of catch statement 
 } // end of method takeDown 
}// end of class sqlBean 
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of Java class shown in section 6.2 is used by many other classes to connect to the 
database, so there is no need to rewrite similar codes to connect to the database in other 
classes as they can use the same class, this approach helped saving development time. 
 
However, during system development, a problem encountered, for instance, one of 
problem encountered was dealing with date object, it was required to insert date value 
into several tables, first of all, the date format in MySQL differs from any other database 
technologies, therefore, the first thing the developer ought to do, is to find the right 
syntax to insert date value into the table. 
 
Secondly, the developer created a Java class with various attributes and methods, basic 
steps involved in solving the problem were as follow: 

1. Step one: Create a package, declare a Java class and then declare a date attribute 
(see figure 6.3) 
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// create package 
package corporateIntranet; 
// declare the class 
public class News extends sqlBean{ 
 // declare date variable 

String date; 
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igure 6.3: declaring package, class, and date attribute using Java 

. Step two: create set method to receive user input and change its format to date 
format (see figure 6.4) 

igure 6.4: setting date method and assign the value to the date attribute 

. Step three: create getDate method to get the value of the date attribute, formatted 
then return.(see in figure 6.5) which shows the get method create in Java 

igure 6.5: getDate method using Java 

 

// set user value 
public void setDate(String date){ 

// format date to year month and date 
SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-MM-
dd"); 
// get current date 
Date currDate = new Date(); 
//format string date 
date = sdf.format(currDate); 
this.date=date; // assign date to attribute 

} // end of setDate method 

public String getDate(){ 
SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-MM-dd"); 

 Date curreDate = new Date(); 
 String dateString = sdf.format(curreDate); 
 date = dateString; 
return date; 
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4. Step four: create a method to insert value into the News table (see figure 6.6) 
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// Define a create news method and catch any exception that might occure 
public void createNews() throws SQLException 
{ 
     Try 
     { 

// select database 
 statement.executeUpdate("USE corporateIntranet"); 
 String insertQuery = "INSERT INTO news " + 
 "(newsId, newsTitle, newsBody, author, status, date, deptId)"+ 
 "VALUES ( '" + getNewsId() + "', '" + getTitle() + 
 "', '" + getBody() + "', '" + getAuthor() +  
 "', '" + getStatus() +  "','" + getDate() + 
 "', '" + getDeptId() + "') "; 
 // execute query 
 statement.executeUpdate(insertQuery); 
     } // end of try cluase 
     // catch exceptions 
     catch(SQLException sqlex) 
     { 
 // any problems undo changes to database 
 connection.rollback(); 
 System.out.println("Insert not completed successfully due to an error" ); 
     }// end of catch clause 
} // end of create News method 
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igure 6.6: createNews method to insert data into the database 

 above figures shows some of the steps involved in creating a news article, however, 
ll other Java classes that are used within the system is show in appendix I. 

SP applications design 
 is used as a scripting language in this project to communicate with Java classes 
ugh the use of JavaBeans tags. The use of JSP proved very beneficial in developing 
roduct, it made it easier for the developer to call methods declared inside Java 
rams, such as connecting and disconnecting to MySQL database and calling methods 
d, publish, or remove contents to and from the website.  
eover, it helped to separate all database process from presentation by hiding that 
ess from users by placing those it inside Java classes and refer to them using JSP 
s. 
hermore, it enabled the developer to embed it into the HTML pages which helped to 
e good use of the HTML templates which saved time, and increased work efficiency 
ng system implementation. Appendix J shows a full sample of JSP pages used. 

 code is used throughout the system (see appendix J for samples of JSP applications), 
nstance, a JSP codes used to enable administrators to create news article is show in 
w, the steps involved in such process are as follow: 
. Step one: check if administrator is logged in as shown in figure 6.7 
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Figure 6.7: Example of JSP code to check if administrator is logged in  
 

2. Step two: declare JSP beans tag to connect to Java class as shown in figure 6.8 
 
 

Figure 6.8: Example of JSP code to get Java class to create news article 
 
3. Step three: connect to database by calling method inside Java class as shown in 

figure 6.9 
 
 
 

Figure 6.9 Example of JSP code to connect to MySQL database 
 

4. Step four: create news article by calling method inside Java class as shown in 
figure 6.10 

 
 
 

Figure 6.10: Example of JSP code to create news article 
 
 

5. Step five: disconnect from database by calling method inside Java class as shown 
in figure 6.11 

 
 

Figure 6.11: Example of JSP code to disconnect from MySQL database 
 

6. Step six: deal with problems that may arise during any of the above process. as 
shown in figure 6.12 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Figure 6.12: Example of JSP code to disconnect from MySQL database 

<% 
String itAdminSess=(String) session.getAttribute("itAdminSess"); 
if (itAdminSess == null) 
{ 

String redirectURL = "it_admin_login.jsp"; 
response.sendRedirect(redirectURL); 

} 
%> 

<jsp:useBean id="newsData" class="corporateIntranet.NewsBean" scope="page" /> 

try {   
 // connect to database 
 newsData.makeConnection(); 

// call create news method 
newsData.createNews(); 

// disconnect from database 
newsData.takeDown(); 

catch(Exception ex) { 
   // display error message if exceptions occured 
   out.print("<p class='error'>Could not create news article due to a database error!<br 
/> Problem occured during inserting to database.</p>"); 
   out.print("<p>Click <a href='create_news_items.jsp' id='normalLink'> here</a> to go 
back to create news article.</p>"); 
 } // end of catch clause 
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As it is shown in the above figures, database connection, and process of creating news 
article is not apparent to users and developers, as they are accomplished inside Java 
classes. 
 
 
6.8 Conclusion 
This chapter covered some of the main aspects involved in implementing the system for 
this project. It highlighted the main problems encountered and the techniques used to 
overcome them. 
 
The first step involved in implementing the system was designing a web based user 
interface that would comply with the HCI standards specified in section 5.4.  
In order to achieve such objectives, the developer had to create a number of graphics, 
web templates and Cascading Style Sheets, those elements helped to keep the system 
consistent, user friendly, usable and aesthetic. (see appendix H for samples of system’s 
user interface). 
 
Moreover, the necessary database tables are also created by executing the database script 
show in appendix G, the aim of creating those tables are to store, retrieve, and remove 
database or content for the system. 
 
The main application of the system are developed using Java programming language, 
problems encountered during this stage are discussed as well as their solutions, those 
applications are complied using JCreator software before they were deployed in Apache 
Tomcat web application directory. 
 
Finally, all the necessary JSP applications, and HTML web pages are designed using 
Dreamweaver in order to enable content authors and system users to use the user 
interface to mange or view contents in the website. 
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Chapter seven: System testing 
 
7.0 Introduction 
This chapter covers the approaches used to test the system, and explains the process 
involved the activity. 
 
A general system testing approach used in this project is white box testing and black box 
testing; white box testing included unit testing and program testing. It is performed on 
the code level of the system; it is used to test attributes and methods declared inside Java 
programs for bugs, as well as for their functionalities, whereas, program testing involved 
testing complete Java programs to ensure that the various methods and attributes inside 
one particular class can work correctly without causing problems to each other and they 
are all recognised by the class. 
 
Black box testing consisted of security testing, navigation, usability and content 
testing. It is used to ensure that the system functionality is performing correctly, i.e. it 
does what it’s supposed to do. This testing is achieved by producing a set of inputs for 
each use cases shown in use case diagram in appendix C, outputs are checked and 
recorded, for example, for use case admin login, correct and incorrect data entered into 
the system, and then the output was recorded by the tester (client), (see appendix K for 
complete test document) 
 
 
7.1 Unit testing 
The system application is built using Java programming language. Using an object 
oriented approach was the objective of the system, therefore, the Java classes are made up 
of various types of methods (String, integer, void, etc), those methods were treated as 
objects, therefore, it is possible to test each object separately, as units. 
This unit testing is accomplished by recompiling Java classes using JCreator every time a 
new method is added to particular classes is to ensure that the overall system is working 
properly, and each method or unit is also tested independently to ensure that it is bug free 
and it does not affect other methods within the same class. An example of Java method 
that is used within a large class is shown in figure 7.1, which is used to archive a 
suggestion item. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F

public void archiveSuggestion(){ 
     try{ 

String update = "UPDATE suggestion set status = '"+ getStatus() + “WHERE suggestionId = 
'"+ getSuggestionId() +"' "; 

 stmt.executeUpdate("USE corporateIntranet"); 
 stmt.executeUpdate(update); 
      } 
      catch(Exception ex) 
      { 

System.out.println("Exception: Could not update news table" + ex);  
     } 
}  
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igure 7.1: Example of Java method to archive suggestion item 
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After successfully compiling and testing the various methods, such as the method above 
in figure 7.1, the developer attempted to further test them within the overall class to 
ensure they collaborate with other methods, such as getting and setting suggestion id 
methods as shown in figure 7.2, to fulfil user requirements, this testing strategy has lead 
to program testing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2: Example of Java method to get and set suggestion ID 
 
 
7.2 Program testing 
After unit testing and combining various methods together into one concrete class, a 
program testing is performed. 
In this project, program testing is used to test completed Java programs that is made up 
several methods or units to ensure that it is bug free and usable. The first phase of such 
testing is completed by compiling them using JCreator software to produce deployment 
classes that can be used by JSP applications. (See appendix J for complete JSP pages). 
 
The second phase of program testing is achieved by calling methods and attribute of 
those classes from JSP applications as discussed in section 6.7, this is to ensure they 
accomplish tasks assigned to them. 
 
This testing approach identified some minor problems which were fixed promptly, such 
problems were caused by missing appropriate java libraries or by incorrect use of Java 
statements to invoke methods, however, they were resolved by importing necessary 
classes or libraries into the class, particularly, SQL classes to help use SQL statements, or 
by rearranging the statements to a required structure. 
 
 
7.3 Security testing 
One of the main required black box testing was security testing, this type of testing is 
performed to ensure that unauthorised person can not access administrative area of the 
system to publish or modify contents of the website, in order to test the system for such 
problems, a number of test cases produced to break into the system, as shown in appendix 
K. 
 
During this testing, it was identified that administrators can not enter secure areas of the 
system without correct usernames and passwords and it also identified administrators 
with the one correct username and password could access multiple department 
administrative areas which proved problematic, because the reason for allocating  
different login details for each department is to prevent one administrator accessing 

// get suggestion ID 
public int getSuggestionId() {return suggestionId; } 
 
// set suggestion ID 
public void setSuggestionId(int suggestionId) { this.suggestionId=suggestionId; } 
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another department using the same login details, therefore, the steps taken to solve such 
problem are as follow: 

1. Step one: Create hidden text boxes for department IDs inside submitted web 
forms and set its value to department IDas shown in figure 7.3. 

 

Figure 7.3: Example of hidden text box inside web form 
 

2. Step two: set value of department ID to the value submitted by user inside the 
Java class using special JSP tag as shown in figure 7.4 

3. tags 
 

Figure 7.4: Example of using JSP tag to set Java attribute property 
 
Other problems occurred during security testing is exceptions or problems occurred due 
to feeding wrong data into the system or missing required data, the expected problems 
were not captured correctly, such problem resolved by applying HCI standards specified 
in section 5.4, such as error prevention and recognition rather than recall, the 
developer deployed client side validation on user input to prevent them from inserting 
wrong data into the system, it used JavaScript to perform this task, for example, figure 
7.5 shows how JavaScript is used to ensure that data entered for telephone number is 
numeric not alphabetic, if user enters alphabetic characters and request to submit it to the 
system, then the request will be rejected before it is send to the system. 
The developers also deployed a mechanism to remember users inputs and transfer it to 
error pages if submission failed, this approach is used to help users avoid re-entering 
values if errors encountered during filling forms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.5: Example of JavaScript recognises values entered into web form. (See 
appendix L for full code of JavaScript) 
 

<input type="hidden" name="deptId" value="it" /> 

<jsp:setProperty name="adminBean" property="*" /> 

function validNumbers(numbers){ 
   // declare valid numbers 
   var validNum = "0123456789"; 
   var isValid=true; 
   var c; 
   // loop through the values enterd 
   for (i = 0; i < numbers.length && isValid == true; i++) { 
 // check characters  
       c = numbers.charAt(i);  
 // check for valid chars 
      if (validNum.indexOf(c) == -1) { 
          // if all chars are not valid, then set function to false 
 isValid = false; 
         } // end of if 
      } // end of for loop 
   return isValid; 
} // end of function 
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7.4 Navigation testing 
This type of testing is carried out while the tester was using the test plan which is 
included in appendix K, it is performed to ensure that all links within the website work 
correctly and they take users to intended destinations. Firstly, primary links are tested to 
check if they take users to main pages of the website and secondly, secondary links or sub 
links are tested to check if they are directing user to the intended pages. 
The outcome of the testing was that most hyperlinks within the system worked correctly 
and directed users to intended destinations. However, some broken link were identified 
and corrected promptly by correcting page names they were intended to take users to. 
 
 
7.5 Usability testing 
Usability testing is performed on the system to ensure it is usable. The developer 
launched the website on different browsers (Internet Explorer, Firefox, Netscape 
Navigator, and Opera) to ensure that website contents, images and so on are displayed 
correctly on all types of web browsers. 
 
The system is also tested on different client machines with different performance 
capacities to ensure that the download period of web application and tasks performed by 
the system is at an acceptable or high level. The developers two machines had different 
processor model and speed, as well as different memory capacities, the first machine had 
an AMD processor with 1.4 Mb speed and 756 Mb memory space, whereas the second 
machine had Intel processor with 1.73 Mb, and 256 Mb of memory space, the download 
period of web pages and the task performed by the system on both machines was at high 
level, however this may differ if the system application accessed from remote server, it is 
predicted that the system would perform tasks at an acceptable level as there is little 
number of images used in the web pages and also once the JSP applications are compiled 
on users machines, there will be no need for compilation, as JSP technology is unlike 
CGI technologies which require interpretation every time a page is requested.  
 
Moreover, due to the high performance of modern computers, the compilation time of the 
application is not noticeable, therefore, the system performance and its usability was at 
while at high level of acceptance during testing. 
 
 
7.6 Content testing 
This type of testing is performed to ensure that the contents of the website are shown 
correctly and are readable. The contents are tested on two different computer screens, the 
first screen was nineteen inches in size, while the second screen was fourteen inches, the 
reason of choosing two different size screens was to identify major differences in 
displaying texts and graphics and ensure that the web page contents are displayed neatly 
and also that all contents have consistent formats in terms of font size, indentation, etc. 
The result of this testing was successful as contents were shown neatly on three different 
sized computer screen. 
However, it was noticed that during creating news articles or posting suggestion, etc, new 
paragraphs entered by author was not shown during content display; therefore it was 
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required to solve such problems as the contents are shown in one single line after 
publishing. 
 
The developer used JavaScript to overcome this problem, it was identified that news 
paragraphs are entered as hexadecimal value into the system, the JavaScript used to 
replace any hexadecimal value of ‘0D’ or ’ 0A’ with an HTML tag ‘<br />’ which is used 
to insert a new line into the web page. See figure 7.6 for the JavaScript used to replace 
hexadecimal with a new line. 
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function newLine(string){ 
     string.value=escape(string.value) 
     for(i=0; i<string.value.length; i++){ 
 if(string.value.indexOf("%0D%0A") > -1){ 
    string.value=string.value.replace("%0D%0A",'<br />') 
 } 
 else if(string.value.indexOf("%0A") > -1){ 
  string.value=string.value.replace("%0A",'<br>') 
 }  
 else if(string.value.indexOf("%0D") > -1){ 
  string.value=string.value.replace("%0D",'<br>') 
 } 
 } string.value=unescape(string.value) 
} 
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igure 7.6, sample of JavaScript to replace hexadecimal with new line 

he system also tests on different browsers; Internet Explorer, Firefox, Netscape 
avigation and Opera. The aim of this testing was to ensure that contents and images are 
isplayed correctly and neatly on different browsers. All of the browsers handled the 
ontents and image as expected except the opera browser. In Opera, it is noticeable that 
he size of text displayed in a smaller size than the other browsers, however, it was 
eadable. 

.7 User input testing 
he developer attempted to test the system by inputting various types of data to breaking 
t or to find loop holes. 

uring this activity, it was recognised the system can not insert any values into the 
atabase if users input single quote or back slash, because it confuses MySQL database as 
t assumes such values are not part of the SQL statement, therefore it throws exceptions 
ather than inserting them into the database. 

he developer then produced a new Java class containing a method as shown in figure 
.7 to read the values received from user, it will loop through the value and check each 
haracter for single quote or back slash, if any of those characters are found, then it will 
dd an extra single quote or back slash to it to make tell MySQL database that the value 
s closed and is part of the SQL statement, using such method helped to solved the 
roblem successfully and allow users to enter any types of data.  
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public static String checkCharacter(String string) 
{ 

StringBuffer sbuf = new StringBuffer(); 
 // loop through the string received from JSP files 
 for (int i = 0; i <string.length(); ++i) 
 { 
  // decalre c character and assign values from the string to it 
   char c = string.charAt(i); 
   // if the vlaue of c character is back slash "\" 
   if (c == '\\') 
  { 
   // appen an extra "\" to string buffer var so JDBC driver can use it 
   sbuf.append((char) '\\'); 
  } 
  // if c character is single qoute 
  if (c == '\'') 
  { 
   // add extra single qoute to string buffer so JDBC driver can use it
   sbuf.append((char) '\''); 
  } 
  // append character to string buffer sbuf 
  sbuf.append(c); 
 } 
 // reset suggestionTitle variable to empty string 
 string=""; 
 // assing string buffer to suggestion title variable 
 string += sbuf; 
 // return string value 
 return string; 
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igure 7.7, sample of Java to handle single quote and back slash values 

.8 Conclusion 
esting is an important phase of system development, it helps identifying problems that a 
ystem may encounter during task performance and it also helps to ensure that the system 
ehaves and performs tasks in an expected manner. 

here are various techniques available to test systems, however, the best available 
echnique to test the system of this project, is white box testing and black box testing. 
n this chapter the author described unit testing and program testing, unit testing involved 
esting attributes and method of Java classes independently to ensure they are bug free, 
nd program testing involved compiling Java classes to ensure that separate unit can work 
ogether to perform required tasks. 

lack box testing is performed to ensure the system performs tasks as its intended, in 
rder to achieve this objective, a test plan is produced (see appendix K for test plan). The 
est plan is then used by a member of the web development team of the New beginnings 
igital Media company to test the system as the manager of PPD was unavailable during 
his period. 

} // end of method 
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Evaluation section 
 
This section consists of two chapters, system evaluation and personal evaluation. 
In system evaluation chapter, the author evaluates the system in terms of its performance, 
functionality, fulfilling user requirements and meeting project deadlines.  
 
In the personal evaluation chapter, the author critically evaluates its own performance 
throughout the project life cycle, they he carried system analysis, design, implementation, 
and testing. 
 
The chapter also covers problems encountered by the author and the approach taken to 
tackle and resolve those problems. 
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Chapter eight: System evaluation 
 
8.0 Introduction 
The system development of this project iterated through a number of stages (requirement 
analysis, design analysis, system implementation, and system testing), in this chapter, the 
author evaluates the completed product in terms of system functionality, product 
strength, weaknesses, usability, and accessibility. The author also attempts to identify 
the possible alternative technical approaches to problems encountered, enhancing system 
functionality and so on. 
 
 
8.1 Product functionality 
The functional, non functional and usability requirements identified in chapter three 
sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3, are implemented into the system. 
 
Despite implementing all the required functionalities, the system still lacks some desired 
features which could further enhance its usability; it could prove helpful to enable content 
authors to change text colour, font size and style during information publishing (such as 
creating news article, or posting suggestion item) to give authors more options to format 
website contents as desired. 
 
Implementing feature identified in other CMS during analysis phase such as spell 
checking, could further enhance the system functionality as it could help content authors 
to correct spelling mistakes that may occur during content writing. 
The above features were not implemented in the product due to the lack of time, and it 
was not required by the client at the time of requirement gathering. 
 
However, the system functionality is further enhanced by implementing new but simple 
features; the developer implemented features to enable administrators to republish news 
article if they accidentally archived it. Despite the benefits this feature brings into the 
system, it is not implemented in other areas of the system (republishing suggestion item) 
due to the lack of time and it was not particularly required by the client. 
 
 
8.2 Product strengths 
One of the product strengths lay in meeting user requirements, the main objective of 
designing the product is to empower content authors to publish or update website 
contents independently and without the need for web programming skill, the product 
successfully fulfils this objective. 
 
Another strength of the system lays in the user input validation; two types of validations 
implemented into the system, client side validation using JavaScript, and server side 
validation using JSP code, these validations are used to ensure that users do not enter 
wrong values into the system, because submitting incorrect values may result in a 
undesired outcome or even system failure, therefore it is avoided throughout the system 
to ensure that only correct data fed into the system. 
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However, using JavaScript as client side validation may prove problematic if users 
disable it on their browser, for example, inserting new line during creating news article in 
order to achieve a desired outcome is achieved by using JavaScript, if JavaScript is 
disabled by users, the article will not contain new lines when it is display by the browser, 
i.e. the article content is displayed in one single line, which could prove difficult to read 
and not aesthetic. 
 
The alternative to solve the above problem is by creating a Java class or method to read 
values received from user and check for hexadecimals ‘0D’ and ‘0A’, if it found them, 
then convert them to HTML tag (<br />) which is used to insert new lines. However, due 
to lack of time, the developer was unable to implement such mechanism, therefore, using 
JavaScript helped to practically solve the problem within short time. 
 
 
8.3 Product weaknesses 
A major weakness of the product is it only empowers content author of three departments 
(IT, HR, and Finance) to publish or update information on the company’s website, 
whereas the company may have several departments in the future which could require 
information updates regularly. 
 
A possible alternative way to solve this problem, is to make use of object oriented 
approach which is  used by the developer in designing the system, it is possible to 
implement extra departments into the system as independent objects without effecting 
already implemented departments, as each department can function independently from 
each other. 
 
However, implementing extra departments into the system may effect the system 
performance as it could result in extra users using the system, this problem may be 
tackled by deploying the system on a server with high capacity of performance to avoid 
performance problem, or by logging out administrators if they are inactive for shorter 
period of time than it is at the moment. 
 
 
8.4 Product usability 
Implementing HCI standards into the system proved beneficial; implementing 
recognition rather than recall principle further enhanced the system usability, it 
enabled users to recover from problems they may encounter by displaying helpful error 
messages, providing them with options to recover from the error, and avoiding them to 
re-entering correct values by preserving them and recalling them, while wrong values are 
removed during the problem, for example, if the user inserts correct and incorrect values 
into a web form to create news article or post a suggestion item, the system will display 
error messages informing users of the nature of the problem, it will also display the web 
form again so users can renter values again, the form will remove the incorrect data and 
request users to enter the correct value while it preserves the correct value entered at 
previous attempts to save users from re-entering them, this feature also improved system 
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usability and efficiency by saving users time to re-enter correct values, recover them from 
errors they made and display a user friendly error message. 
 
The alternative way to further enhance such features is to avoid users from entering 
wrong data before sending values to the system, JavaScript is used to achieve this feature, 
it prevents users from entering wrong formatted data, such as inserting alphabetic 
characters into fields which expects numeric data, or preventing users from submitting 
data to the sever if values are missing. 
 
The problem with the above alternative as discussed earlier in section 8.2, if JavaScript is 
disabled then this feature will be unachievable, however, the developer implemented JSP 
code on the server side to validate missing values, but it does not prevent users 
submitting web forms to the server as the validation is on the server side. 
 
 
8.5 Product accessibility 
The product developed in this project is a web based product, therefore, there are issues 
related to web accessibilities that require attentions and enhancement. 
 
Despite that all web pages in the system are XHTML compliance and all CSS files are 
valid files using the W3C validator, accessibility feature regarding disabled and impaired 
vision people (such as changing text colour, size, and font) are not implemented in the 
system, this in turn could be a weakness of the system. 
 
However, such issues could be of future enhancement for the system to enable 
disadvantaged people to make use of the system by implementing features to enable users 
to change website contents to change font size (make it large or small), web page 
contrast, text colour, or convert from graphic display to text read only and so on. 
 
 
8.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter the author evaluated the product in a number of aspects, system 
functionality, product strength, weaknesses, usability and accessibility. It identified 
alternative approaches to solve problems related to the product or further enhance it. 
This chapter also covered features and possibility of further expanding the product, for 
instance it identified the need to implement further accessibility features into the product 
to make the system more usable to disabled people or people with vision problems. It also 
identified the possibility of implanting extra departments and problems relating to such 
expansion, the author also suggested solutions to this problem by using object oriented 
approach solution, as well suggestion solutions to enhance the system’s functionality, 
usability, etc. 
 
 In order to install this product, a full instruction on how to install it and all required 
software is included in the system installation page in appendix M. 
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Chapter nine: Project evaluation 
 
9.0 Introduction 
This chapter will cover an evaluation of the project process in the following aspects: 

• Project management: this section will cover issues related to managing the 
project in terms of steps taken to take the project from start to completion. 

• Project planning: this section discuss the way the author planned to manage the 
project, and he will evaluate the plan in terms of its feasibility for the project 

• Personal performance: this section discusses the personal performance of the 
author, and the main activities involved during the project. 

• Meeting project objectives: This section covers issues related to meeting project 
objectives set by the author. 

• Learning outcome: in this section, the author highlights main learning outcome 
of undertaking the projects. 

 
During any of the above sections, the author discusses problems encountered during the 
project and the way they were resolved. 
 
 
9.1 Project management 
The project is managed by taking a number of steps, the first step for undertaking a 
project of such scale was to construct a terms of reference (see appendix A). It is used as 
guidance throughout the project by, identifying main chapters of the report, specifying a 
number of personal objectives, highlighting required hardware and software, and to 
produce a project plan to specify strict deadlines for each task. 
 
The terms of reference completed on time and reviewed by the supervisor and second 
marker; there was no requirement to modify it as it was of acceptable level. However, 
during the production of the report minor changes to it required such as rewording the 
name of the chapters slightly. 
 
The second step undertaking in developing the project was to write a number of analysis 
chapters, in these chapters, features of similar software that the author intended to 
produce to solve the problem is identified, a number of available programming languages 
and technologies are also identified which were used to develop the system, user 
requirements for the system also captured by producing a questionnaire and forwarded to 
the manager of web development team at PPD (see appendix B for the questionnaire). 
 
No problems encountered during the analysis phase of the project, the time allocated for 
the task was adequate, and deadline is met and the analysis section is submitted to the 
school of informatics office on time. 
 
The third step in the project development involved design, implement, and testing the 
product built. the author produced a number of UML diagrams to assist in implementing 
the system functionality during the design phase, it assisted him to have a clear vision of 
the way the system may work, however, during the implementation phase, the developer 
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encountered some problems due to the lack of skills in programming web applications 
using Java and JSP as it was the first time the developer used such technologies for such 
purpose,  some of those major problems discussed in the implementation chapter. Those 
problems caused a delay in completing the product by the time specified in the project 
plan, therefore, the developer had to allocate extra time to work on the project in order to 
meet the deadline specified by the university by concentrating on it during the Easter 
holiday, thereafter, the product is completed and submitted on time. 
 
During testing phase, the developer faced another problem due to the unavailability of the 
client to test the product prior to the time specified in the project plan (9th April 2008) nor 
prior to 25th April 2008 (the project deadline specified by the university), as he had major 
work commitment which refrained him from testing the product, this issue required 
urgent attention by the developer as it was essential to test the system by an external body 
to ensure the systems reliability, efficiency, and its fitness for purpose is valid and in 
place. 
 
The developer successfully managed to arrange a time with a member of the web 
development team at the New Beginnings Digital Media company which the developer 
was previously employed by, the testing took place on Monday 10th April 2008 which 
was a delay of one day, however, it provided the author sufficient time to test the system, 
and it did not cause any major issues in the project as the deadline to submit the project to 
the university was 25th April 2008.. 
 
Throughout the project, a number of weekly meetings arranged between the author and 
the project supervisor (Colin Damm), those meetings proved highly beneficial to the 
author, and contributed greatly to the production of this report, and system 
documentation. Various issues discussed during those meetings and in every meeting, the 
author’s work was reviewed and advice offered by the supervisor to improve it, tasks, and 
time for following meetings also agreed between the author and the supervisor in every 
meetings, the author reliably attended every meetings arranged with the project 
supervisor and has greatly benefited from it. 
 
 
9.2 Project planning 
As mentioned earlier, the terms of reference included a project plan using Gantt chart, the 
plan helped the author to manage his time throughout the project effectively and 
professionally by allocating certain amount of times to complete each tasks. The plan also 
showed a degree of dependency between tasks, it helped the author to realise that the 
design, implementation and testing phase of the project can not be attempted prior to 
analysis phase as the author needed to gain an understanding of the problem undertaken, 
and to investigate the available technologies to use in order to help build a solution to the 
problem.  
 
However, during the development of the product, the time allocated to some tasks was 
too long whereas the time allocated to come other tasks were too short; as it can be seen 
in the project plan, the time allocated for system design is nine weeks whereas the time 
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allocated for system implementation is only two weeks, during the project, it revealed 
that system implementation required more times than it was predicted whereas system 
design required less time, therefore, this issue revealed that the project plan was poorly 
designed by the author and it did not prove practical during the project development, if 
the project were to undertake again, more times would be allocated to the system 
implementation. 
 
Despite the fact that the allocated time for system implementation was not sufficient, the 
problems encountered during writing Java programs indicated that even more time should 
be allocated for such task as those problems required a lot of time to solve them, 
therefore, the product implementation did not meet the deadline specified in the project 
plan, however, the overall project successfully completed before the deadline allocated by 
the university as the time saved during system design was used for the system 
implementation. 
 
 
9.3 Personal performance 
Throughout the project the author successfully collaborated with the supervisor in taking 
the project from one phase to another and attended weekly meetings reliably, the 
supervisor was always informed about any delays or meeting cancellation whenever 
required, however, only one meeting cancelled due to the supervisor’s health problem, 
and only one delay occurred in meeting the supervisor and the second marker to discuss 
the outcome of the terms of reference, however, the author managed to inform them both, 
and meeting attended at a later time and useful feedback received. 
 
During problems in the project, the author managed to find alternative solutions by 
adapting available techniques, the author solved technical problems by using alternative 
techniques in the programming language used in the project offered, he also managed to 
solve problems emerged during system testing as discussed earlier by agreeing with 
different web developers to test it. 
 
 
9.4 Meeting project objectives 
The objectives highlighted in the introduction chapter and in the terms of reference have 
been met through the various activities undertaken during the project. 
The author managed to define Content Management Systems, identify their features, 
advantages and disadvantages. A number of commercially available systems are 
investigated and a matrix diagram is produced in section 2.6 to compare their features. 
 
The user requirements are gathered by using a questionnaire presented to the manager of 
PPD, it proved difficult to arrange an appropriate time with the client due to working 
hours of the company, this working hours also proved a problem during system testing, 
the author was forced to seek an alternative approach to test the system due to client 
unavailability, the system was tested by a different web designer. 
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The system design was based on user requirements, the requirements gathered during 
system analysis phase were implemented in the system, however, there are some 
recommended aspects to implemented into the system, those recommendations are 
covered in the recommendation section at the end of the report. 
 
 
9.5 Learning outcome 
During this project, a number of technical and interpersonal skills acquired, It was the 
first time the author had undertaken a project of such scale which required a lot prior 
planning, meetings with client to capture user requirements, meeting with supervisor to 
discuss project development,  researching, meeting deadlines, problem solving, etc. 
 
The author learnt how to manage the project from start to completion, he learnt essential 
skills in project management by taking the project step by step and iterate it through 
various phases and meeting deadlines in each phase, he learnt how to effectively make 
plans ahead and use his time effectively to meet project objectives, he also learnt how to 
collaborate with project supervisor and client and take the project to completion and fulfil 
user requirement. 
 
The author encountered a number of technical and non technical problems during the 
project development, for instance he solved problems regarding Java programming as 
mentioned in the previous chapters (implementation chapter), he also solved problems 
regarding unavailability of the client to test the system and managed to find alternative 
solutions, solving such problems helped the author to enhance his problem solving skills. 
  
The author had learnt many technical skills in this project, he learnt how to program in 
Java to build web applications to assist content authors to publish information onto the 
website, he also learnt how to integrate web application into web pages by embedding 
JSP codes into the HTML, and deploy those applications into the Apache Tomcat, he 
enhanced his skills in using CSS to format web page design and layout and also enhanced 
his skills in using JavaScript to validate user input. 
 
The author also managed to use his previous skills in building various number of UML 
diagrams to approach the project development in an object orientated angle, which gave 
him a great appreciation of the object oriented programming as it helped save time in 
project development and increased the author’s productivity by using reusability of 
objects throughout the project. 
 
However, there could have been more skills to learn in this project if more features were 
implemented in the product, for example, implementing voice recognition software into 
the system, further enabling content authors to format website content, etc. those issues 
were not implemented as they were not required by the client and the time allocated for 
the project was insufficient. 
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9.6 Conclusion 
This chapter covered various issues relating to the project evaluation, it discussed how 
the author managed the project from start to completion, steps involved in the process and 
problems encountered and the way he solved them. 
 
This chapter also covered the way the author allocated time for different tasks in the 
project; it covered the suitability of the plan and evaluated the degree of the plan’s 
feasibility. 
The author’s performance throughout the project is also evaluated in this chapter; it 
highlighted the way the author acted to problems and the way he found solution to them. 
 
Finally, main learning outcome of the project is identified and evaluated; it covered the 
way the project helped the author to acquire news knowledge and skills, and how it 
helped enhance his current skills. It also covered the possible skills that could have been 
gained and reason for not achieving them identified. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
This aims of this project were to investigate Content Management System features, 
advantages and disadvantages of using them within organizations like PPD, capture user 
requirements from the project client, investigate available programming languages and 
technologies and to produce a prototype product to  fulfil user requirements to prove the 
viability of developing such systems by a web development team within the organisation 
and finally to test and evaluate the product in terms of meeting user requirements and the 
authors aim. 
 
The project went through three main phases to achieve the above objectives, analysis, 
synthesis, and evaluation phase. In the analysis phase, the author defined Content 
Management Systems and highlighted some of their advantages and disadvantages; he 
also identified a number of commercial systems in the market and identified their features 
in order to implement them in product. 
 
The analysis phase helped the author to identify and find available techniques to capture 
user requirements from his client and categorise those requirement into three main 
categories, functional, non functional and usability requirements. A number of 
programming languages and technologies were identified in this phase. The findings 
helped determine the programming language and technology to choose to developer the 
product. 
 
The synthesis section mainly covered issues related to the development of the product, 
the author produced a number of UML diagrams in order to model the system; a use case 
diagram is produced to identify the systems functionality based on user requirements 
gathered in the analysis section, use case descriptions constructed for each use cases to 
describe all the possible scenarios involved in each use case, such as primary, alternative, 
and exceptional scenarios. 
 
A class diagram is also constructed to show the static interaction between different 
objects that work together to fulfil user’s requirements, the author also produced activity 
diagrams for each use cases to highlight the main activities involved in each use cases 
and the process involved them to fulfilling different tasks. 
 
Issues related to system implementation are also included in the synthesis section, the use 
interface elements are discussed such creating graphics, templates, CSS files and so on. 
Problems encountered during the creation of Java class and JSP applications are 
highlighted and the approach taken to solve those problems is discussed. 
 
The final part of the section was the system testing, the system was tested in two main 
ways, black box, and white box testing. Black box testing involved testing the system 
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functionality, usability, navigation, content, security and so on, this testing method is 
approached by producing a test plan and performed by a web developer from New 
Beginnings Digital Media company, the test result is included in appendix K. 
 
White box testing is used to test the system on the code level; the developer used 
appropriate software to test Java code for bugs, and to check if objects in those classes 
communicate successfully to perform requested tasks. Problems encountered during 
system testing are also discussed in the system testing chapter along with their solutions. 
 
The third section of the report contained an evaluation of the product developed in terms 
of its functionality, strengths, weaknesses, usability, and accessibility. A personal 
evaluation during the project development is also carried out, he evaluated his own 
project management, personal performance during the project development, the methods 
used to plan time and task throughout the project, and finally he identified main skills and 
knowledge learnt as a result of developing and documenting the product. 
 
The product produced proved that it is viable for the web development team to develop a 
fully functional intranet using content Management System feature to empower content 
authors publish and update information independently. 
 
 
Objectives set out in the terms of reference are met during the life cycle of this project; 
the author defined Content Management Systems, and identified a number of 
commercially available systems. He also identified a number of programming languages 
and database technologies to implement the system. The system implemented 
successfully and tested by a web development team member at the New Beginnings 
Digital Media as the manger of PPD was not available during system testing phase of the 
project; a test plan is included in appendix K which is used by the system tester. Finally, 
an evaluation of the product and personal performance during the project is carried out. 
 
During product evaluation, it was recognised that although the product fulfils user 
requirement of the client in many aspects (see section 3.2 for user requirement), there are 
a number of features that can be implemented to further enhance the product 
functionality, usability, friendliness etc. Please see instructions in appendix M to install 
the system if you would like to test it. 
 
 
Recommendations 
Although the product development meets user’s expectation, there are some works 
identified by the author that can make the system more robust, usable and functional. 
 
Currently, the system allows administrators unlimited attempts to login if they are not 
successful, therefore recommend to limit the number of failing times to login to improve 
system security. 
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The system may become more user friendly and usable if administrators can request the 
system to remember their username for their next visit to the website, this can be 
achieved by using cookies, however, care must be taken to implement this feature to 
prevent hackers stealing administrator’s login details if it were saved in the system. 
 
The user interface could be further enhanced to make it more user friendly and aesthetic 
by making further use of graphics and images that matches real world objects. 
 
Moreover, it is recommended to implement options for people with impaired vision to 
make improved system accessibility, this can be achieved by providing visitors options to 
change font size, text colour, back ground colour, etc. 
 
The system currently logs inactive administrators off the system to prevent resource 
wastage, however, once they are logged off their work will be lost, therefore, It is 
recommended that administrator’s work is first saved and then logs them off, or enable 
administrators to recall sessions that are terminated by the system due to the administrator 
being absent. It could prove time consuming if an administrator looses several hours of 
work creating contents for being inactive in the system due to other responsibilities or 
incident, such as fire evacuation, obviously such incidents may take uncertain length of 
time, which may result in logging administrators off the system and lose several hours of 
work, therefore saving administrators work automatically or recalling lost sessions could 
enhance system functionality, robustness and friendliness. 
 
Furthermore, adding extra functionality is always beneficial, for instance, adding a social 
event section to the system to allow employees to post social events and also enabling 
administrators to republish archived suggestion items if they accidentally archived it. 

 
Finally, Content Management Systems is becoming highly popular in the web design 
industry, therefore, future investigation about it is recommended as it brings a huge 
number of benefits to content authors, web developers and the overall organisation’s 
efficiency of web update process. 
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Appendix A: Terms of Reference 
 
Title 
An investigation into the use of Content Management Systems within organisations. 
 
Background 
Some organisations may require an intranet to provide various up to date information to 
its employees, such as financial information, employment training opportunities and etc, 
such information is managed and maintained by web development team and content 
authors. Web development team could consist of a number of web developers who are 
responsible for developing the system and publishing new contents. Content authors on 
the other hand, are the people with basic computing skills that are responsible for writing 
and authoring up to date information, publishing and updating new content onto the 
intranet is a regular and crucial task for both web developers and content authors. 
 
Updating web contents could traditionally start by forwarding an electronic or hard copy 
of the updated information to the web development team, the web master would then 
allocate a member of the team to accomplish the task, such tasks could require some kind 
of formatting and optimization so that the content complies with the organisation’s web 
standards and policies to keep the content style consistent throughout the website, for 
example formatting the document’s text size or the font style, then  it is sent back to the 
author for checking, the author may have to reformat and submit it again or approve it for 
publishing, so this process could iterate several times before the information could be 
published. 
 
Moreover, some large organisations could have a number of different departments, such 
as Human Resources, Information Technologies and Finance departments etc. Content 
for these departments authored by different people in different departments, For example, 
an employee from the Human Resources department may author document/s regarding 
the available vacancies and a different employee from the Finance Department may 
author different contents regarding financial aspects of the company, so there could be a 
number of people requesting from the web development team to publish or update 
information on their department’s web page.  
 
Therefore, the traditional method of updating web content could become time consuming 
and unproductive for the web development team and an increasingly slow process for 
content authors. A requirement was identified on how to free up the web development 
team from updating and publishing information onto the website and to hand in the power 
back to content authors who have no web designing skills to update or publish their own 
information quickly and efficiently. 
 
Content Management System could fulfil such requirements, in this project I attempt to 
investigate the benefit of using Content Management System within large organisations 
such as Prescription Pricing Division to keep the cost of developing intranet and updating 
it to minimum by empowering content authors with basic computing skills to update or 
publish information without the need for a web development team. 
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In conclusion, updating and publishing information onto an organisation’s website in 
such manner could prove time consuming, unproductive, error prone and inefficient for 
some employees and a huge financial burden for the organisation as a whole. 
In this project I attempt to investigate the available Content Management Systems and 
critically evaluate them to identify the benefit of using them in terms of time saving, 
increase of employment productivity and its contribution to preserve the corporate image 
of large organisations like PPD and also the security aspect in terms of updating and 
publishing information. 
 
I will also attempt to prove whether implementing such systems could be efficient, 
usable, and time saving  for a web developer and content authors by developing  a similar 
system to empower web content authors with basic computing skills to publish their own 
contents in a secure, fast and efficient manner without the need of a qualified web 
designer, and also to increase the productivity of the web development team by freeing 
them up from web updating to concentrate on more important areas of the website, such 
as, web quality, usability, efficiency, ease of use error prevention, security and 
architecture of website. 
 
Aims of project 
The aims of my project is to a develop a prototyped Content Management System to 
empower none technical staff to update and publish information without the need of a 
professional/qualified web development team and investigate issues associated with the 
deployment of Content Management System. 
 
Objectives 
10. To define Content Management System and its benefits and risk for using in 

organisation. 
11. To investigate current and commercially available Content Management System. 
12. To identify user requirements and any security aspects for building a Content 

Management System. 
13. To investigate, identify and justify the available web technologies, and programming 

languages to build a Content Management System. 
14. To identify the HCI principles and use it in the system. 
15. To produce a design specification for a web based Content Management System 

based on the requirements captured from a member of the Prescription Pricing 
Division’s web team. 

16. To successfully implement and test the designed system. 
17. To produce a critical evaluation of the system. 
18. To produce critical evaluation of my personal performance during the life cycle of the 

project. 
 
A description of all the expected product items 
The project includes writing a report covering the objectives identified in section d above, 
and to develop a prototyped web based Content Management System which would enable 
content authors with basic computing skills to update and publish information onto the 
website without the need for a professional and qualified web development team. 
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A template will be produced to keep the system consistent, easy to use, learnable, and 
usable. A database will be designed with suitable tables to store and retrieve information 
to make the website dynamic and interactive through out the system. 
 
Relationship to the course 
Current computing knowledge and skills: 

• The analysis and design of the system using Unified Modelling Language based 
on Information Systems Analysis unit level 4 and Object Oriented Design unit 
level 5. 

• Programming techniques based on Introduction to Java Programming1, 
Introduction to Java Programming 2 units level 4 and Visual Basic Programming 
level 5. 

• Using appropriate Internet Technology programming such HTML, Cascading 
Style Sheet and JavaScript based on Dynamic Internet Technology unit level 5. 

• Using Human Computer Interaction standards based on the Foundation of Human 
Computer Interaction unit level 5. 

• Database designing based on Relational Databases: theory and practice level 4 
and data structures and algorithms programming level 5. 

 
New/Enhanced area of knowledge and skills: 

• Investigating and researching resources regarding Content Management 
Systems. 

• The development of web applications using Java, Java Server Pages and Java 
Bean. 

• The design of the database with several tables using mySQL technology, 
version 5 or above. 

• Web application deployment into the Tomcat Apache Server. 
• The development of fully compliant web pages with XHTML and CSS. 

 
Sources of information / bibliography 
• Larman, C., 2004. Applying UML and Patterns: An Introduction to Object-Oriented 

Analysis and Design and Iterative Development, 3rd ed. Prentic Hall. 
• Deitel., 2003. Java How To Program. 5th ed, Pearson Education. 
• Y. Daniel, L., 2003. Introduction to Java Programming. 4th ed. Prentic Hall. 
• Wiley, J, & Sons. 2002. Interaction Design beyond human computer interaction. John 

Wiley and Sons. 
• Batt, C., 2003. Web Programming building Internet Applications.  2nd ed. Wiley and 

Sons. 
• Meloni, J., 2005. SAMS Teach yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One. 2nd ed. 

Sams. 
 
Resources – statement of hardware / software requirement 
Software production could be expensive and in order to develop a usable system and 
keeping cost to minimum, the system is intended to use the available hardware and 
software at the University of Northumbria, or using personal items. 
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Here is a list of hardware, software, and programming languages that is most likely to be 
used during the project: 
 
Hardware: 

• A windows operating system desk top. 
• An IBM compatible operating system. 
• A personal laptop. 

 
Software: 

• Microsoft internet explorer v6.0 or above or Mozilla Firefox. 
• Microsoft office word 2003 or 2007. 
• Microsoft Office Project 2003 or 2007. 
• Java Virtual Machine. 
• Java Development Toolkit v1.4.0 or above. 
• Integrated Development Environment like JCreator v3.0 or Eclips. 
• Apache Tomcat Server v5.0 or above. 
• Database mySQL v5.0 or above. 
• Macromedia suite mx or adobe suite. 
• A web server to host the system, this would either be on the local machine or over 

the internet. 
 
Programming languages: 

• Cascading Style Sheet. 
• Java. 
• Java bean. 
• JavaScript. 
• Java Server Pages. 
• SQL. 
• XHTML 

 
Structure and Content of Project report 
 

Report structure. 
The structure of the report is as follow: 

• Introduction         
The introduction will provide an overview of the project background; I will  
discuss the various sections of the report. 

• Chapter 1. What are Content Management Systems?  
This chapter will define Content Management Systems; it will highlight 
advantages and disadvantages of using Content Management Systems within 
organisation such Prescription Pricing Division. It also discusses the different 
approached available to obtain it, it concludes with appropriate 
recommendations for Managers of Prescription Pricing Division to take. 
(Objectives one). 
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• Chapter 2 Investigating current commercial Content Management 
Systems  
This chapter will identify a number of current commercial content 
management systems, and critically highlights their feature, and then those 
features will be presented in a matrix table for comparison (Objectives two) 

• Chapter 3. Capturing user requirements 
This chapter will describe the methods available for capturing user’s 
requirement, justify decisions made in adapting particular techniques, any 
problems encountered and how they are been solved (Objectives three). 

• Chapter 4. Identify and Justify Available scripting/Programming 
Languages and Technologies to Build Content Management Systems.  
This chapter will identify and discuss the available programming languages 
and technologies which can be used to develop content management systems 
and justify the decisions for selecting a particular language. (Objectives four) 

• Chapter 5.  System design 
This chapter will describe the methods and steps used to create design 
specifications, and create the design documentation using UML techniques to 
help implement the system. (Objectives five and six). 

• Chapter 6: System implementation 
This chapter will discuss the steps involved in implementing the system, any 
external client involvement, problems encountered and methods taken to 
overcome those. (Objectives seven). 

• Chapter 7. System testing 
This chapter investigate the available testing technique to apply them to the 
intended product, also get a client to test it to determine its fitness for purpose 
and its build quality. (Objectives seven). 

• Chapter 8. System evaluation 
This chapter will critically evaluate the process of the design system, justify 
whether it met original user requirements or not, any problems encountered 
and how they were resolved. (Objectives eight) 

• Chapter 9.  Project evaluation.  
This chapter will critically evaluate personal progress during the creation of 
the project report writing and the production of Content Management System, 
any problems encountered and methods taken to solve those (Objectives 
nine). 

• Conclusion and Recommendations 
The conclusion part of the report will consists of two elements, an overall 
view of the project regarding the process of the project main functionality, and 
providing future recommendation regarding improvements to the product 
produced. 
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List of appendices documenting the product. 
• Requirement specification. 
• Design specification. 
• Samples of programming source codes used to develop the system. 
• Testing documents. 

 
Marking Scheme 
 

• Fitness for purpose = 50% 
o Functionality = 20% 
o Usability = 10% 
o Ease of use = 15% 
o Error handling = 10% 

 
• Build and quality = 50% 

o Design layout = 15% 
o Consistency = 15% 
o Code documentation = 10% 
o Quality of graphics = 10% 
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Project Plan - Schedule of activities 
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Appendix B: Questionnaire 
 
Admin page:   
Would you like administration area in the system?  Yes  No 
If yes, would you like different admin for each area?  Yes  No 

Would you like each admin have access to its own area?  Yes  No 

  
Posting news items: 
Would you like to use the system to post news items?  Yes  No 
If you like to post news item, who is to post news items?  Administrator  Authors 
If you like to post news item, how many news items per 
page to be displayed? 

      per page  

Would you like to archive news items?  Yes  No 
If you like to archive news items, how is to be done?  Automatically  Manually 
If automatically, how old news items are to be before 
archived? 

      months       year 

If archiving done manually, who is required to do it?  Administrator  Authors 
Would you like to delete news items from archived 
area? 

 Yes  No 

If Yes, how to do it?  Automatically  Manually 
If automatically, how old items to be before deleting 
them? 

      months       year 

If manually, who is required to do it?  Administrator  Authors 
 
Suggestion Box: 
Would you like to use the system to post suggestion 
items? 

 Yes  No 

If yes, who is to use it?  Administrator  All users 
If a suggestion is posted, who would response to them?  Only 

administrator 
 Anybody 

Would you like to archive suggestion items?   Yes  No 
If you like to archive them, how would you like it to be 
done? 

 Automatically  Manually 

If automatically, how old suggestion item is to be before 
is archived?  

      months       year 

If manually, who is to required to do to it?  Administrator  Authors 
Would you like to delete suggestions from archived 
area? 

 Yes  No 

If Yes, how would like this to be done?   Automatically  Manually 
If automatically, how old suggestion item is to be before 
it is being removed?  

      months       year 

If manually, who is required do to remove it?  Administrator  Author 
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Blogging: 
Would you like to use the system for blogging?  Yes  No 
If yes, who is going to use it?  Administrator  All users 
Would you like to archive blogging items?   Yes  No 
If you like to archive them, how is to be done?  Automatically  Manually 
If automatically, blogs older than how long?        months       year 
If manually, who is required to archive it?  Administrator  Authors 
If a blog to be archived, Would you like it to be deleted 
items from archived area in the future? 

 Yes  No 

If Yes, how is this to be done?   Automatically  Manually 
If it is to be done automatically, how old they have to 
be?  

      months       year 

If it is done manually, who is required to delete them?  Administrator  Authors 
 
Creating new staff profile:   
Would you like to use the system to create a new 
employee profile? 

 Yes  No 

If yes, who is responsible to create a profile?  Administrator  Employee 
If employee profile is to be created, what kind of 
information would you like to include in the profile? 

 Forename 
 Surname 
 department,  
 Line manager 
 Seniormanager 

 email 
 telephone
 Job title 
Project title 

 
If you like more information to be added to the 
employee profile, please state them in the box opposite, 
separate each data by commas. 

      

 
Search for employees: 
Would you like to use the system to search for an 
employee? 

 Yes  No 

Who is to use this search function?  Administrator  All users 
What option would like in your search?  By first name 

 By surname 
 By job title
 department 

 
None functional requirements (Desirable) 
Would you like each admin to have login and logout 
option? 

 Yes  No 

Would you like to lock content when it is in the process 
of updating by other users to avoid user concurrency? 

Yes No 

Would you like to help wherever it seems necessary? Yes No 
Would you like to implement error reporting to web 
master? 

Yes No 

Would you to provide user with system feed back during 
web page updating? 

Yes No 
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Appendix C: Use Case Diagram 
 

Usecase Diagram: Prescription Pricing Division Intranet

Post news item

Archive news item

Remove news item
from archive

Post suggestion
item

Archive suggestion
item

Delete suggestion
item from archive

Create new staff
profile

Delete staff
profile

Search for employee

Check admin login

Search by first
name

administrator

Employee

«extends»

Search by surname

«extends»

Search by job title

«extends»

Search by
department

«extends»

«extends»

Reply to suggestion

«extends»

«extends»

«extends»

«extends»

«extends»

«extends»

Log in

«extends»

Logout
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Appendix D: Use Case Description 
 
Use case description: Post news items 
Summary: A logged in administrator attempts to publish a news article into the corporate 
intranet, it will click on appropriate links to get a suitable web form and fill in the 
necessary news details, the system will then publish the article accordingly. 
Actor: Administrator (Human) 
Trigger: Administrator clicks on a hyperlink and appropriate web form is presented. 
Purpose: To demonstrate how an administrator create and publish a news article, it 
includes alternatives and exceptional scenarios that may arise during the process. 
Assumptions: Administrator is available and news detail is known. 
Precondition: 

1. Administrator exists. 
2. New detail is available. 
3. News item is not stored in the system. 

 
Primary scenario: 
Administrator Action    System Response 
1. Request posting news article   2. Check administrator login 
       [A1. administrator not logged in] 

3. Request news article details. 
4. Send news article details.     5. Validate received news details. 

[A2. news details missing] 
6. Request confirmation to add news article   
7. Accept adding article.     8. Save news article. 
[A3. Cancel adding news article]    9. Inform Administrator on 
completion. 
 
Alternative scenarios: 
A1 If the Administrator is not logged in, the system will request the Administrator to log 
in. 
Administrator Action    System Response  
       A1.1. request Administrator to log  
       in. 
A1.2. Send correct log in details.   A1.3. Log Administrator into the 
system. 
 
A2 If the Administrator does not enter all the necessary news article details, then the 
system request the Administrator to enter the missing details. 
Administrator Action    System Response 

A2.1. Request missing article detail. 
A2.2. Enter missing article detail. A2.2. Request confirmation to add 

news article. 
A2.3. Accept adding article.    A2.4. Save news article. 

A2.5. Inform Administrator on 
completion. 
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A3 If Administrator cancels the process of adding news article. 
Administrator Action    System Response 
A3.1. Administrator cancels adding new article. 
[E1] 
 
Exceptional scenario: 
E1 An exceptional scenario arise when the administrator cancels the process of adding 
news article. 
Administrator Action    System Response 
E1.1 Administrator cancels adding news article. E1.2 Undo all process. 
 
Post condition: 

1. Administrator logged in. 
2. News article detail is received by the system from Administrator. 
3. News article is added to corporate intranet. 
4. System is updated. 

 
 

 
Use case description: Archive news items 
Summary: A logged in administrator will select any available news articles for 
archiving. 
Actor: Administrator (Human). 
Trigger: Administrator selects a news article and requests to archives. 
Purpose: To demonstrate how an administrator can select news article and requests the 
system to archive it, i.e. making news article not available for users to read. 
Assumptions: Administrator is available. 
Precondition: 

1. Administrator exists. 
2. News article available for archiving. 

 
Primary scenario: 
Administrator Action    System Response 
1. Request available news articles.   2. Check administrator logged in 

[A1. Administrator not logged in] 
3. List available news articles. 

       [A2. News articles not available] 
3. Select a news article. 
4. Request to archive.     5. Confirm archiving. 
6. Accept archiving article     [A3. No articles are selected] 
[A4. Cancel archiving news article]   7. Archive selected news article. 

8. Inform Administrator of result. 
 
Alternative scenarios: 
A1 If the Administrator is not logged in, the system will request the Administrator to log 
in. 
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Administrator Action    System Response  
A1.1. request Administrator to log in 

A1.2. Send log in detail.    A1.3. Log in Administrator. 
 
A2 If there is no news articles to be selected. 
Administrator Action    System Response  

A2.1. Inform administrator that there 
is no article available to archive. 

 
A3 If the Administrator requested the system to archive an article without selecting one. 
Administrator Action    System Response 

A3.1. Request administrator to select 
a news article. 
 

A4 If Administrator cancels the process of archiving a news article. 
Administrator Action    System Response 
A4.1. Administrator cancels to archive 
a news article. 
[E1] 
 
Exceptional scenario: 
E1 Administrator cancels the process of archiving news article. 
Administrator Action    System Response 
E1.1 Administrator cancels archiving   E1.2 Undo all process. 
news article. 
 
Post condition: 

1. Administrator is logged in. 
2. News article is archived. 
3. System is updated. 

 
 
Use case description: Remove archived news items 
Summary: A logged in administrator will select any particular archived news article to 
remove it from the system. 
Actor: Administrator (Human) 
Trigger: Administrator selects an archived news article and requests to remove it. 
Purpose: To demonstrate how an administrator can select an archived news article and 
requests the system to remove it. 
Assumptions: Administrator is available and logged in. 
Precondition: 

1. Administrator exists. 
2. Administrator is logged in. 
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Primary scenario: 
Administrator Action    System Response 
1. Request archived news articles.   2. Check administrator logged in. 

[A1. Administrator not logged in] 
3. List available archived news 
articles. 
[A2. Archived news articles not 
available] 

4. Select archived news article. 
5. Request to remove.     6. Confirm removing. 
7. Accept removing archived article.   [A3. No articles are selected] 
 [A4. Cancel removing archived news article] 8. Remove selected archived news 

article. 
9. Inform Administrator of result. 
 

Alternative scenarios: 
A1 If the Administrator is not logged in, the system will request the Administrator to log 
in. 
Administrator Action    System Response  

A1.1. request Administrator to log in 
A1.2. Send log in detail.    A1.3. Log in Administrator. 
 
A2 If there is no archived news articles to be selected. 
Administrator Action    System Response  

A2.1. Inform administrator that there 
is no archived articles available for 
removal. 

 
A3 If the Administrator requested the system to remove an archived new article without 
selecting one. 
Administrator Action    System Response 

A3.1. Request administrator to select 
an archived news article. 
 

A4 If Administrator cancels the process of removing archived news article. 
Administrator Action    System Response 
A4.1. Administrator cancels to remove 
 Archived news article. 
[E1] 
 
Exceptional scenario: 
E1 Administrator cancels the process of removing an archived news article. 
Administrator Action    System Response 
E1.1 Administrator cancels removing archived  E1.2 Undo all process 
news article. 
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Post condition: 
1. Administrator logged in. 
2. Archived news article listed for administrator to select it. 
3. Archived news article is selected by the Administrator. 
4. Archived news article is removed from the system. 
5. System is updated. 
 

 
 
Use case description: Post suggestion item 
Summary: A user attempts to post a new suggestion item into the corporate intranet, it 
will click on appropriate links to get a suitable web form and fill in the necessary details 
and sends it to the system, then the system will publish the suggestion item accordingly. 
Actor: user (Human) 
Trigger: User clicks on a hyperlink and appropriate web form is presented. 
Purpose: To demonstrate how a user can post a new suggestion item, including 
alternatives scenarios and exceptions that may arise during the process. 
Assumptions: user is available. 
Precondition: 

1. User exists. 
 
Primary scenario: 
User Action      System Response 
1. Request posting new suggestion item.  2. Request suggestion item details. 
3. Send suggestion item details.   4. Validate details. 

[A1. Suggestion details missing] 
5. Request confirmation to post 
suggestion. 

6. Accept posting suggestion.    7. Post suggestion. 
[A2. Cancel posting suggestion]   8. Inform user on successful 

completion. 
 
Alternative scenarios: 
A1 If the user does not enter all required suggestion information, such as suggestion title. 
User Action      System Response  

A1.1. request missing details. 
A1.2. Send requested details 
A2 If user cancels the process of posting new suggestion. 
User Action      System Response 
A2.1. User cancels posting new suggestion. 
[E1] 
 
Exceptional scenario: 
E1 user hits the cancel button to cancel the process of posting new suggestion item. 
User Action      System Response 
E1.1 User cancels posting news suggestion  E1.2 Undo all process 
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Post condition: 
1. Administrator logged in. 
2. News suggestion is received by the system from user. 
3. News suggestion item is added to corporate intranet. 
4. System is updated. 
 
 
 

Use case description: Archive suggestion item 
Summary: An administrator will select any particular suggestion items for archiving, 
and request the system to archive in designated area. 
Actor: Administrator (Human) 
Trigger: Administrator selects a suggestion item and requests to archive it. 
Purpose: To demonstrate how an administrator can select suggestion item and requests 
the system to archive it. 
Assumptions: Administrator is available and logged in. 
Precondition: 

1. Administrator exists. 
2. Suggestion item is available for archiving. 

 
Primary scenario: 
Administrator Action    System Response 
1. Request to archive suggestion item.  2. Check administrator log in 

[A1. Administrator not logged in] 
3. List available suggestion items. 

       [A2. Suggestion items not available] 
4. Select a suggestion item. 
5. Request to archive.     6. Confirm archiving. 
7. Accept archiving suggestion    [A3. No suggestions selected] 
       8. Archive selected suggestion. 
[A4. Cancel archiving suggestion]   9. Inform Administrator of result. 

 
Alternative scenarios: 
A1 If the Administrator is not logged in, the system will request the Administrator to log 
in. 
Administrator Action    System Response  

A1.1. request Administrator to log 
 in. 

A1.2. Send login detail    A1.3. Log in Administrator. 
 
 
A2 If there is no suggestion items to be selected. 
Administrator Action    System Response  

A2.1. Inform administrator that there 
is no suggestion items available to 
archive. 
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A3 If the Administrator requested the system to archive a suggestion item without 
selecting one. 
Administrator Action    System Response 

A3.1. Request administrator to select 
a suggestion item. 
 

A4 If Administrator cancels the process of archiving a suggestion item. 
Administrator Action    System Response 
A4.1. Administrator cancels to archive 
suggestion item. 
[E1] 
 
Exceptional scenario: 
E1 Administrator cancels the process of archiving suggestion item. 
Administrator Action    System Response 
E1.1 Administrator cancels archiving   E1.2 Undo all process. 
suggestion item. 
        
Post condition: 

1. Administrator logged in. 
2. Suggestion item are found for archiving by the system. 
3. Suggestion item is selected by the Administrator. 
4. Suggestion item is archived. 
5. System is updated. 
 

 
 
Use case description: Remove archived suggestion item 
Summary: A logged in administrator will select any particular archived suggestion item 
to remove it from the system, and the system will remove it from the archived area 
accordingly. 
Actor: Administrator (Human) 
Trigger: Administrator selects an archived suggestion item and requests to remove it. 
Purpose: To demonstrate how an administrator can select an archived suggestion item 
and requests the system to remove it, and how the system removes it, i.e. describing the 
process involved in removing an archived suggestion item. 
Assumptions: Administrator is available and suggestion items are archived to removal. 
Precondition: 

1. Administrator exists. 
2. An archived suggestion item is available. 

 
Primary scenario: 
Administrator Action    System Response 
1. Request archived suggestion items.  2. Check administrator log in 

 [A1. Administrator not logged in] 
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3. List available archived suggestion 
items. 
[A2. Archived suggestion item not 
available] 

4. Select archived suggestion item. 
5. Request to remove.     6. Confirm removing. 

[A3. No suggestion items are 
selected] 

7. Accept removing archived suggestion item.  8. Remove selected archived 
[A4. Cancel removing archived suggestion item] suggestion item. 

9. Inform Administrator of result. 
 
Alternative scenarios: 
A1 If the Administrator is not logged in, the system will request the Administrator to log 
in. 
Administrator Action    System Response  
A1.1. request Administrator to log in 
A1.2. Send log in detail.    A1.3. Log in Administrator. 
 
A2 If there is no archived suggestion items to be selected. 
Administrator Action    System Response  

A2.1. Inform administrator that there 
is no archived suggestion items 
available for removal. 

 
A3 If the Administrator requested the system to remove an archived suggestion item 
without selecting one. 
Administrator Action    System Response 

A3.1. Request administrator to select 
an archived suggestion item. 
 

A4 If Administrator cancels the process of removing archived suggestion item. 
Administrator Action    System Response 
A4.1. Administrator cancels to remove 
 Archived suggestion item. 
[E1] 
 
Exceptional scenario: 
E1 Administrator cancels the process of removing an archived suggestion item. 
Administrator Action    System Response 
E1.1 Administrator cancels removing archived  E1.2 Undo all process. 
suggestion item. 
        
Post condition: 

1. Administrator logged in. 
2. Archived suggestion item listed for administrator to select it. 
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3. Archived suggestion item is selected by the Administrator. 
4. Archived suggestion item article is removed from the system. 
5. System is updated. 

 
Use case description: Reply to suggestion item 
Summary: A user attempts to reply to a suggestion item posted by another user, the user 
clicks on appropriate links to post a reply and the system presents appropriate web form 
and requests user to fill in the necessary details and sends it back, then the system will 
publish the reply to the suggestion item accordingly. 
Actor: user (Human) 
Trigger: User clicks on a hyperlink and appropriate web form is presented. 
Purpose: To demonstrate how a user can reply to a previously posted suggestion item, 
including alternatives scenarios and exceptions that may arise during the process. 
Assumptions: user is available. 
Precondition: 

1. User exists. 
2. Suggestion item available to reply. 

 
Primary scenario: 
 
User Action      System Response 
1. Request to reply to suggestion item.  2. Request replies details. 
3. Send reply details.     4. Validate details. 

[A1. Reply details missing] 
5. Request confirmation to post 
reply. 

6. Accept posting reply to suggestion.   7. Post reply to suggestion. 
[A2. Cancel posting to reply suggestion] 8. Inform user on successful 

completion. 
 
Alternative scenarios: 
A1 If the user does not enter all required details to reply to suggestion item, such as user 
name or suggestion title. 
User Action      System Response  

A1.1. request missing details. 
A1.2. Send requested details 
 
A2 If user cancels the process of replying to suggestion. 
User Action      System Response 
A2.1. User cancels replying to suggestion. 
[E1] 
 
Exceptional scenario: 
E1 user hits the cancel button to cancel the process of replying to suggestion item. 
User Action      System Response 
E1.1 User cancels replying to suggestion item.  E1.2 Undo all process 
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Post condition: 
1. Suggestion item is found by user. 
2. Reply is posted to the system for the suggestion selected. 
3. System is updated. 

 
 
Use case description: Create staff profile 
Summary: An administrator attempts to create a profile for new staff, he/she feeds all the 
necessary information into the system, and then the system will add the information to 
appropriate table in the database. 
Actor: administrator (Human) 
Trigger: Administrator clicks on a hyperlink and appropriate web form is presented. 
Purpose: To demonstrate how an administrator can create a new staff profile, including 
alternatives scenarios and exceptions that may arise during the process. 
Assumptions: Administrator has all the necessary information about the staff to added to 
the system. 
Precondition: 

1. Administrator is available. 
2. Staff detail is known for creating the profile. 

 
Primary scenario: 
Administrator Action    System Response 
1. Request to create a new staff profile.  2. Check administrator log in 

[A1. Administrator not logged in] 
3. Request staff details. 

4. Send staff details.     5. Validate staff details. 
[A2. staff details missing] 
6. Request confirmation to create 
staff profile. 

7. Accept creating staff profile.    8. Create staff profile. 
[A3. Cancel creating staff profile] 9. Inform administrator on successful 

completion. 
Alternative scenarios: 
A1 If the Administrator is not logged in, the system will request the Administrator to log 
in. 
Administrator Action    System Response  

A1.1. request Administrator to log in 
A1.2. Send log in detail.    A1.3. Log in Administrator. 
 
A2 If administrator does not enter all required details to create staff profile, such as staff 
surname or forename, then an alternative scenario would occur, such alternative 
described below. 
User Action      System Response  

A2.1. request missing details. 
A2.2. Send missing detail. 
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A3 If administrator cancels the process of creating new staff profile. 
User Action    System Response 
A3.1. Administrator cancels creating staff profile. 
[E1] 
 
 
Exceptional scenario: 
E1 administrator hits the cancel button to cancel the process of creating staff profile. 
User Action      System Response 
E1.1 Administrator cancels creating staff profile. E1.2 Undo all process 
 
Post condition: 

1. Administrator logged in. 
2. Staff profile created. 
3. Staff profile is posted. 
4. System is updated. 

 
 
Use case description: Delete staff profile 
Summary: An administrator attempts to delete a profile for new staff, he/she gets staff 
profile and then requests the system to delete information related to the staff selected, the 
system then updates itself accordingly. 
Actor: administrator (Human) 
Trigger: Administrator selects a staff profile and requests to delete it. 
Purpose: To demonstrate how an administrator can delete a staff profile, including 
alternatives scenarios and exceptions that may arise during the process. 
Assumptions:  Staff profile is available for deletion. 
 
Precondition: 

1. Administrator is available. 
2. Staff profile is available also. 

 
Primary scenario: 
Administrator Action    System Response 
1. Request to delete staff profile.   2. Check administrator log in 

[A1. Administrator not logged in] 
3. Request staff ID or name. 

4. Send requested details.    5. Validate details. 
[A2. details missing] 
6. Request confirmation to delete 
staff profile. 

7. Accept removing staff profile.    8. Remove staff profile. 
[A3. Cancel removing staff profile]   9. Inform administrator of result. 
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Alternative scenarios: 
A1 If the Administrator is not logged in, the system will request the Administrator to log 
in. 
Administrator Action    System Response  

A1.1. request Administrator to log in 
A1.2. Send log in detail.    A1.3. Log in Administrator. 
 
A2 If administrator does not send all required details to remove the staff profile, such as 
staff ID or name. 
User Action      System Response  

A2.1. request missing details. 
A2.2. Send missing detail. 
 
A3 If administrator cancels the process of creating new staff profile. 
User Action      System Response 
A3.1. Administrator cancels removing staff profile. 
[E1] 
 
Exceptional scenario: 
E1 administrator hits the cancel button to cancel the process of removing staff profile. 
User Action      System Response 
E1.1 Administrator cancels removing staff profile. E1.2 Undo all process 
 
Post condition: 

1. Administrator logged in. 
2. Staff profile found. 
3. Staff profile removed. 
4. System is updated. 

 
 
Use case description: Search for staff 
Summary: A user tries to find details of staff, he/she by sending a keyword such as staff 
surname or forename to the system, the system in return, finds details of staff related to 
the keyword. 
Actor: User (Human) 
Trigger: User enters a key word and requests to find staff details. 
Purpose: To demonstrate how a user sends a key word to the system, and the system 
finds staff details, including alternatives scenarios and exceptions that may arise during 
the process. 
Assumptions:  Staff details available. 
 
Precondition: 

1. User is available. 
2. Staff profile is available. 
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Primary scenario: 
User Action      System Response 
1. Request to find staff details.   2. Request keyword. 
3. Send keyword.      4. Validate keyword. 
[A1. Cancel finding staff profile]   [A2. keyword not received] 

5. Find staff details. 
6. Display staff details. 

Alternative scenarios: 
A2 If user cancels the process of finding staff profile. 
User Action      System Response 
A1.1. User cancels finding staff profile. 
[E1] 
 
A2 If user does not send keyword to the system to find staff details. 
User Action      System Response  

A1.1. request missing details. 
A1.2. Send missing detail. 
 
Exceptional scenario: 
E1 User hits the cancel button to cancel the process of finding staff profile. 
User Action      System Response 
E1.1 User cancels finding staff profile.  E1.2 Undo all process 
 
Post condition: 

1. System receives keyword from user to dine staff details. 
2. Staff details found. 
3. Staff details display for user. 

 
 
Use case description: Administrator log in 
Summary: An administrator feeds in the correct username and password into the system, 
the system checks the data against the stored data in the database, if data entered are 
correct, it display a set of options for administrator to chose to update the intranet, if it is 
incorrect then it redirect the administrator to login again. 
Actor: Administrator (Human) 
Trigger: administrator enters username and password and requests to login. 
Purpose: To demonstrate how an administrator can login to the system and what 
alternative and exceptional situations may occur. 
Assumptions: Administrator has the correct username and password 
Precondition: 

1. Administrator is available. 
 
Primary scenario: 
Administrator Action    System Response 
1. Request to login.     2. Request username and password. 
3. Send data.       4. Validate data. 
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[A1.Cancel logging in]    [A2. data not received] 
5. Find data in database. 
6. Log administrator into the system. 

 
Alternative scenarios: 
A2 If administrator cancels to log in. 
Administrator Action    System Response 
A1.1. Administrator cancels to log into the system. 
[E1] 
 
A2 If Administrator does not send username and password. 
Administrator Action    System Response  

A1.1. request missing data. 
A1.2. Send missing data 
 
Exceptional scenario: 
E1 Administrator hits the cancel button to cancel the process of logging in. 
User Action      System Response 
E1.1 Administrator cancels logging in.  E1.2 do not login Administrator. 
 
Post condition: 

1. System receives data from Administrator. 
2. Data received from Administrator is checked against data in the database. 
3. Administrator logs into the system. 
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Appendix E: Activity Diagram 
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Activity diagram: Archive Suggestion Item

Actor System

Request to archive suggestion items

Check administrator login

List available suggestion items

[Administrator not logged in]

[Administrator logged in]

Select suggestion item

[Suggestion item selected]

Accept archiving suggestion item

Inform actor of result Archive suggestion item

[Cancel 
archiving]

[Proceed to archive]

[Suggestion items  not available]

[Suggestion items available]

Request to archive

Confirm archiving suggestion item

[Suggestion item  not selected]

Request administrator to logg in
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Activity diagram: Create Staff Profile

Actor System

Request creating staff profile

Check administrator login

Request staff details

[Administrator not logged in]

[Administrator logged in]

Send staff details

Validate staff details

[Staff details missing]

[details complete]

Request confirmation to create staff profile

Accept creating profile

Inform actor of result Create profile

[Cancel 
creating staff 

profile]

[Creating profile accepted]

Request administrator login
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Activity diagram: Admin log in

Admin System

Request log in to the system

request username and password

Validate username and password

[username and password 
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Appendix F: Class Diagram 
 
Class diagram: PPD Intranet 
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Appendix G: Normalization Forms 
 
1NF 
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2NF 
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3NF 

 
 
 
 

Line Manager

PK lineManagerId

lForename
lSurname

department

PK deptId

deptName

Employee

PK employeeId

firstName
lastName
telephone
emailAddress
jobsId
projectId
deptId
lineManagerId
seniorManagerId

Senior Manager

PK seniorManagerId

sForename
surname

Administrator

PK adminId

username
password
deptId

Jobs

PK jobsId

jobsTitle
deptId

Suggestion

PK suggestionId

suggestionTitle
suggestionBody
suggestionDate
suggestionAuthor
status
deptId
employeeId

Response

PK responseId

responseTitle
responseBody
responseDate
responseAuthor
suggestionId
employeeId

News

PK newsId

newsTitle
newsBody
newsDate
newsAuthor
status
deptId

Project

PK projectId

projectName

1

0...*

0…*

1

has

has

0...1

0…*

has

0…*

1

has

0…*

invovles

1…*

0…*Posted by

1

0…*

Posted on

0…*

0…*

1

Belongs to

1

0…*

Works in

0..1

0..1 0..*has

1
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Database Script 
 
-- create database -- 
create database corporateIntranet; 
 
-- select database -- 
use corporateIntranet; 
 
-- dropt tables -- 
drop table administrator; 
drop table response; 
drop table suggestion; 
drop table employee; 
drop table seniorManager; 
drop table lineManager; 
drop table project; 
drop table jobs; 
drop table news; 
drop table department; 
 
-- create department table -- 
create table department 
( 

deptId    varchar(10), 
 deptName   varchar(50), 
 primary key (deptId) 
); 
-- create administrator table -- 
create table administrator 
( 
 adminId  int auto_increment, 
 username  varchar(50), 
 password  varchar(50), 
 deptId    varchar(10), 
 primary key (adminId), 
 foreign key (deptId) references department(deptId) 
); 
-- create news table -- 
create table news 
( 
 newsId   int auto_increment, 
 newsTitle   varchar(100), 
 newsBody   varchar(2000), 
 newsDate    date, 
 newsAuthor   varchar(50), 
 status   varchar(10), 
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 deptId   varchar(10), 
 primary key (newsId), 
 foreign key (deptId) references department(deptId) 
); 
 
-- create jobs table -- 
create table jobs 
( 
 jobsId    int auto_increment, 
 jobsTitle   varchar(100), 
 deptId   varchar(10), 
 primary key (jobsId), 
 foreign key (deptId) references department(deptId) 
); 
-- create project table -- 
create table project 
( 
 projectId   int auto_increment, 
 projectName   varchar(100), 
 primary key (projectId) 
); 
 
-- create lineManager table -- 
create table lineManager 
( 
 lineManagerId  int auto_increment, 
 lForename  varchar(50), 
 lSurname  varchar(50), 
 primary key(lineManagerId) 
); 
-- create seniorManager table -- 
create table seniorManager 
( 
 seniorManagerId int auto_increment, 
 sForename  varchar(50), 
 sSurname  varchar(50), 
 primary key(seniorManagerId) 
); 
 
-- create employee table -- 
create table employee 
( 
 employeeId   int not null auto_increment, 
 firstName   varchar(50), 
 lastName   varchar(50), 
 telephone   varchar(30), 
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 emailAddress varchar(50), 
 jobsId    int, 
 projectId   int, 
 deptId    varchar(10), 
 lineManagerId  int, 
 seniorManagerId int, 
 primary key (employeeId), 
 foreign key (jobsId) references jobs(jobsId), 
 foreign key (projectId) references project(projectId), 
 foreign key (deptId) references department(deptId), 
 foreign key (lineManagerId) references lineManager(lineManagerId), 
 foreign key (seniorManagerId) references seniorManager(seniorManagerId) 
); 
-- create suggestion table -- 
create table suggestion 
( 
 suggestionId   int auto_increment, 
 suggestionTitle  varchar(100), 
 suggestionBody  varchar(2000), 
 suggestionDate   date, 
 suggestionAuthor  varchar(50), 
 status   varchar(10), 
 deptId   varchar(10), 
 employeeId  int, 
 primary key (suggestionId), 
 foreign key (deptId) references department(deptId), 
 foreign key (employeeId) references employee(employeeId)  
); 
-- create response table -- 
create table response 
( 
 responseId   int auto_increment, 
 responseTitle   varchar(100), 
 responseBody   varchar(2000), 
 responseDate    date, 
 responseAuthor  varchar(50), 
 suggestionId   int, 
 employeeId  int, 
 primary key (responseId), 
 foreign key (suggestionId) references suggestion(suggestionId), 
 foreign key (employeeId) references employee(employeeId) 
); 
 
-- insert into department table -- 
insert into department values("it", "Home IT"); 
insert into department values("hr", "Home HR"); 
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insert into department values("finance", "Home Finance"); 
 
-- insert into administrator table -- 
insert into administrator values(1, "itadmin", "itadmin", "it"); 
insert into administrator values(2, "hradmin", "hradmin", "hr"); 
-- insert into jobs table -- 
insert into jobs values(1, "Web desiner", "it"); 
insert into jobs values(2, "Programming", "it"); 
insert into jobs values(3, "System Analyst", "it"); 
insert into jobs values(4, "Coordinator", "it"); 
-- insert into project table -- 
insert into project values(1,  "CIP"); 
insert into project values(2, "System Test"); 
insert into project values(3,  "Server configueration"); 
insert into project values(4, "Staff Traning"); 
-- insert into lineManager table -- 
insert into lineManager values(1, "Rob", "O'Neill"); 
insert into lineManager values(2, "Paul", "stevinson"); 
insert into lineManager values(3, "John", "Adam"); 
insert into lineManager values(4, "Christopher", "Burns"); 
-- insert into seniorManager table -- 
insert into seniorManager values(1, "Richard", "Davidson"); 
insert into seniorManager values(2, "Ann", "Geoffery"); 
insert into seniorManager values(3, "Pamla", "Smith"); 
insert into seniorManager values(4, "Craig", "Anderson"); 
-- insert into employee table -- 
insert into employee values(1, "paul", "nun", 1323, "erwsdsdfsr", 1, 2, "it", 1, 1); 
insert into employee values(2, "sardar", "jaf", 1332131223, "programmer", 1, 1, "it", 1, 
1); 
insert into employee values(3, "Ehsan", "Babajan", 1323, "erwer", 1, 1, "hr", 1, 1); 
insert into employee values(4, "john", "smith", 1323, "erwer", 2, 2, "hr", 1, 1); 
insert into employee values(5, "sardar", "jaf", 1332131223, "Web developer", 1, 1, "it", 1, 
1); 
 
-- save database -- 
commit; 
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Appendix H: User Interface 
 
PPD Intranet home page 
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Home Finance page 
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Home HR page 
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Home IT page 
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Appendix I: Java Classes 
 
package corporateIntranet; 
 
/*  
******** Code: Java   ********** 
******** Author: Sardar Jaf ***** 
******** Date: 10/02/2008 ****** 
*/ 
// import java classes 
import java.sql.*; 
import java.io.*; 
 
// declare sqlBean class 
public abstract class sqlBean 
{ 
 // decalre connection, statement, and url variales 
 public Connection connection; 
 public Statement stmt = null; 
 String url = "jdbc:mysql://localhost:1128/mysql"; 
 // sqlBean constructor 
 public sqlBean() 
 { 
  // empty constructor 
 } 
 // define connection method to conect to mysql database 
 public void makeConnection() throws Exception 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   // get mysql driver 
   Class.forName ("com.mysql.jdbc.Driver").newInstance(); 
   // get connection 
   connection = DriverManager.getConnection(url, "root", "112879"); 
   // create statement 
   stmt = connection.createStatement(); 
  } 
  // catch any exception that may occure 
  catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
   // display error message 
   System.out.println("Exception of type " + ex + " occured " ); 
  } 
 } // end of method 
 // abstract method 
 public abstract void cleanup() throws Exception; 
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 // mehtod to disconnect from database 
 public void takeDown() throws Exception 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   // call abstract method 
   cleanup(); 
   // close database connection 
   connection.close(); 
  } 
  // catch any exception that may occure 
  catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
        // display error message 
       System.out.println("there has been a problem closing the database 
connection" ); 
  } 
 } 
} // end of class 
 
// create package 
package corporateIntranet; 
/*  
******** Code: Java   ********** 
******** Author: Sardar Jaf ***** 
******** Date: 22/03/2008 ****** 
*/ 
public class CheckCharacter 
{  
/* check escape character method to check values received from JSP files for special 
characters which JDBC may not recognise them */ 
 public static String checkCharacter(String string) 
 { 
  // declare string buffer 
  StringBuffer sbuf = new StringBuffer(); 
  // loop through the string received from JSP files 
  for (int i = 0; i <string.length(); ++i) 
  { 
   // decalre c character and assign values from the string to it 
    char c = string.charAt(i); 
    // if the vlaue of c character is back slash "\" 
    if (c == '\\') 
   { 
   // appen an extra "\" to string buffer var so JDBC driver can use it 
   sbuf.append((char) '\\'); 
   } 
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   // if c character is single qoute 
   if (c == '\'') 
   { 
   // append extra quote to string buffer so JDBC driver can use it 
   sbuf.append((char) '\''); 
   } 
   // append character to string buffer sbuf 
   sbuf.append(c); 
  } 
  // reset suggestionTitle variable to empty string 
  string=""; 
  // assing string buffer to suggestion title variable 
  string += sbuf; 
  // return string value 
  return string; 
 } // end of method 
} // end of class 
 
 
// create package 
package corporateIntranet; 
/*  
******** Code: Java   ********** 
******** Author: Sardar Jaf ***** 
******** Date: 15/02/2008 ****** 
*/ 
// import java classes 
import java.sql.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.Date; 
import java.text.DateFormat; 
import java.text.SimpleDateFormat; 
import java.text.ParseException; 
 
// declare NewsBean class 
public class NewsBean extends sqlBean 
{ 
 int newsId; 
 String newsTitle; 
 String newsBody; 
 String date; 
 String author; 
 String status; 
 String deptId; 
 // declare sql variable 
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 ResultSet myResultSet = null; 
 
 // constructor to get methods from super class 
 public NewsBean() 
 { 
  super(); 
 } 
 //get ID 
 public int getNewsId() 
 { 
  return newsId; 
 } 
 // set ID 
 public void setNewsId(int newsId) 
 { 
  this.newsId = newsId; 
 } 
 //get news title 
 public String getNewsTitle() 
 { 
  return CheckCharacter.checkCharacter(newsTitle); 
 } 
 // set  news title 
 public void setNewsTitle(String newsTitle) 
 { 
  this.newsTitle = newsTitle; 
 } 
 //get news body 
 public String getNewsBody() 
 { 
  return CheckCharacter.checkCharacter(newsBody); 
 } 
 // set  news body 
 public void setNewsBody(String newsBody) 
 { 
  this.newsBody = newsBody; 
 } 
 // get and set date 
 public String getDate() 
 { 
  // format date to year month and date 
  SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-MM-dd"); 
  // get current date 
  Date curreDate = new Date(); 
  // format string 
  String dateString = sdf.format(curreDate); 
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  // assign string value to date 
  date = dateString; 
  return date; 
 } 
 // set date 
 public void setDate(String date) 
 { 
 // format date to year month and date 
        SimpleDateFormat sdf = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-MM-dd"); 
        // get current date 
  Date currDate = new Date(); 
  //format string date 
  date = sdf.format(currDate); 
        this.date=date; 
 } 
 //get author 
 public String getAuthor() 
 { 
  return CheckCharacter.checkCharacter(author); 
 } 
 // set  author 
 public void setAuthor(String author) 
 { 
  this.author = author; 
 } 
 //get author 
 public String getStatus() 
 { 
  return status; 
 } 
 // set  author 
 public void setStatus(String status) 
 { 
  this.status = status; 
 } 
 //get deptId 
 public String getDeptId() 
 { 
  return deptId; 
 } 
 // set  deptId 
 public void setDeptId(String deptId) 
 { 
  this.deptId = deptId; 
 } 
 // define getNextRecord method 
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 public boolean getNextRecord() throws Exception 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   return myResultSet.next(); 
  } 
  // catch exception 
  catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
   System.out.println(ex); 
  } 
  return myResultSet.next(); 
 } 
 // define getColumn method 
 public String getColumn(String inCol) throws Exception 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   // return the columns 
   return myResultSet.getString(inCol); 
  } 
  // catch exception 
  catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
   System.out.println(ex); 
  } 
  return myResultSet.getString(inCol); 
 } 
 
 // define a method to get getNewsRecord with specific body length 
 public boolean getNewsRecord() throws Exception 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   // declare newsRecord string for query statement 
   String newsRecord = "SELECT  newsId, newsTitle, "+ 
   "substring(newsBody,1,100) as newsBody, date, author,"+ 
   "status, deptId FROM news "+ 

"WHERE deptId = '" + getDeptId() + "' AND status = '"+ 
getStatus()+"' " + "ORDER BY date DESC"; 

   // select database 
   myResultSet = stmt.executeQuery("use corporateintranet"); 
   // run query 
   myResultSet = stmt.executeQuery(newsRecord); 
  } 
  // catch exception 
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  catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
   System.out.println(ex); 
  } 
  return (myResultSet != null); 
 } // end of getNewsRecord method 
 
 // define  get news details methods 
 public boolean getNewsDetail() throws Exception 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   // decalre newsDetail string for query statement 
   String newsDetail = "SELECT  * FROM news "+ 
   "WHERE newsId = '" + getNewsId() + "' "; 
   // select DB 
   myResultSet = stmt.executeQuery("use corporateintranet"); 
   // execute myquery 
   myResultSet = stmt.executeQuery(newsDetail); 
 
  } 
  // catch exception 
  catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
   // display execption message 
   System.out.println(ex); 
  } 
  return (myResultSet != null); 
 } // end of getNewsDetail method 
 // define a method to get unpublished news 
 public boolean getUnpublishedNews() throws Exception 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   // delare unpublishedNews string for query 
   String unpublishedNews = "SELECT  newsId, newsTitle, "+ 
   "substring(newsBody,1,100) as newsBody, "+ 
   "date, author, status, deptId FROM news "+ 

"WHERE deptId = '" + getDeptId() + "' AND status = 
'unpublished' " + 

   "ORDER BY date DESC"; 
   // select DB name 
   myResultSet = stmt.executeQuery("use corporateintranet"); 
   // execute query 
   myResultSet = stmt.executeQuery(unpublishedNews); 
  } 
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  // catch exception 
  catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
   System.out.println(ex); 
  } 
  return (myResultSet != null); 
 } // end of getUnpublishedNews 
 // decalar method to archive news article 
 public void archiveNews() 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   // declare archiveNews string for update query 

String archiveNews = "UPDATE news set status = '"+ getStatus() 
+"' , date = '"+ getDate() +"' "+ 

   "WHERE newsId = '"+ getNewsId() +"' "; 
   // select databse 
   stmt.executeUpdate("USE corporateIntranet"); 
   // execute query 
   stmt.executeUpdate(archiveNews); 
  } // end of try 
  // catch exceptions 
  catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
        System.out.println("Exception: Could not update news table" + ex); 
  } 
 } // end archive news method 
 // decalar method to edit news article 
 public void editNews() 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   // declare archiveNews string for update query 

String editNews = "UPDATE news set status = '"+ getStatus() +"' 
+, newsTitle = '"+ getNewsTitle() +"' "+ 

   ", newsBody = '"+ getNewsBody() +"' "+ 
   ", date = '"+ getDate() +"' "+ 
   ", author = '"+ getAuthor() +"' "+ 
   "WHERE newsId = '"+ getNewsId() +"' "; 
   // select databse 
   stmt.executeUpdate("USE corporateIntranet"); 
   // execute query 
   stmt.executeUpdate(editNews); 
  } // end of try 
  // catch exceptions 
  catch(Exception ex) 
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  { 
        System.out.println("Exception: Could not update news table" + ex); 
  } 
 } // end archive news method 
 // decalar method to publish news article 
 public void publishNews() 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   // declare publishNews string 

String publishNews = "UPDATE news set status = '"+ getStatus() 
+"' ,date = '"+ getDate() +"' "+ 

   "WHERE newsId = '"+ getNewsId() +"' "; 
   // select databse 
   stmt.executeUpdate("USE corporateIntranet"); 
   // execute query 
   stmt.executeUpdate(publishNews); 
  } // end of try 
  catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
         System.out.println("Exception: Could not update news table" + ex); 
  } 
 } // end of publish news 
 // decalar method to remove archived news article 
 public void removeNews() 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   // declare delete string for delete query 

String delete = "DELETE from news WHERE newsId = '"+ 
getNewsId() +"' "; 

   // select databse 
   stmt.executeUpdate("USE corporateIntranet"); 
   // execute query 
   stmt.executeUpdate(delete); 
  } 
 
  // catch exceptions 
  catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
           System.out.println("Exception: Could not update news table" + ex); 
  } 
 } // end of removeNews method 
 // Define a create news method and catch any exception that might occure 
 public void createNews() throws SQLException 
 { 
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  try 
  { 
   // declare createNews string for insert query 

String createNews = "INSERT INTO news VALUES ('" + 
getNewsId() + 

   "', '" + getNewsTitle() + 
   "', '" + getNewsBody() + 
   "', '" + getDate() + 
   "', '" + getAuthor() + 
   "', '" + getStatus() + 
   "', '" + getDeptId() + "') "; 
   // select database 
   stmt.executeUpdate("USE corporateIntranet"); 
   // execute query 
   stmt.executeUpdate(createNews); 
  } 
  // catch exceptions 
  catch(SQLException sqlex) 
  { 
   // any problems undo changes to database 
   connection.rollback(); 

System.out.println("Insert not completed successfully due to an 
error" ); 

  } 
  catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
   // any problems undo changes to database 
   connection.rollback(); 
   System.out.println("An exception occured while trying to trying " 
   + " to create staff profile " + ex.getMessage() ); 
  } 
 } // end of create staff profile method 
 // define method to close database connection 
 public void cleanup () throws Exception 
 { 
  try 
  { 
   // close stmt 
   stmt.close(); 
  } 
  catch(Exception ex) 
  { 
   System.out.println(ex); 
  } 
 } // end of mehtod 
} // end of class 
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Appendix J: JSP Application 
 
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd"> 
<!-- get instances of the needed java classes --> 
<jsp:useBean id="adminBean" class="corporateIntranet.AdminBean" scope="request" /> 
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"><!-- InstanceBegin 
template="/Templates/IT_temp.dwt" codeOutsideHTMLIsLocked="false" --> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" /> 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="../css/navigation.css" type="text/css" /> 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="../css/main_style.css" type="text/css" /> 
<!-- InstanceBeginEditable name="doctitle" --> 
<title>IT -&gt; Admin Login</title> 
<!-- InstanceEndEditable --> 
<!-- InstanceBeginEditable name="head" --><!-- InstanceEndEditable --> 
</head> 
<body bgcolor="#008CFF"> 
<div id="page_border"> 
  <div id="div_box"> 
 <div id="banner"> 
 <img src="../images/intranet_header.gif" alt="Corporate Intranet" /> 
 </div>  
 </div> 
 <div id="div_box"> 
 <table width="100%">  
 <tr> 
 <td width="17%" valign="top"><!-- InstanceBeginEditable name="EditRegion4" 
--> 
 <table  class="sideNav" width="100%"> 
 <tr> 
 <td><a href = "../index.html">Home</a> </td> 
 </tr>    
 <tr> 
 <td><a href = "it_home.jsp"  id="sideNavCurr">Home IT</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
 <td><a href = ".it_news.jsp" id="subSideNav">Latest news</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
 <td><a href = "it_suggestion.jsp"  id="subSideNav">Suggestion box</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
 <td><a href = "it_staff.jsp"  id="subSideNav">Staff profile</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
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 <td><a href = "it_admin_home.jsp"  id="subSideNavCurr">Admin</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
 <td ><a href = "../homeHR/hr_home.jsp">Home HR</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
 <td><a href = "../homeFinance/finance_home.jsp">Home Finances</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
 </table> 
 <!-- InstanceEndEditable --> 
 </td> 
 <td valign="top"> 
 <!-- InstanceBeginEditable name="Content" --> 
 <!-- Set property of the java bean class to the values entered into the form --> 
 <jsp:setProperty name="adminBean" property="*" /> 
 <h4 align="center">IT Administrator Login</h4> 
 <% 
 // get values entered into the form 
 String adminUsername = request.getParameter("username"); 
 String adminPassword = request.getParameter("password"); 
 String adminDept = request.getParameter("deptId"); 
 String dbUser = ""; 
 String dbPass = ""; 
 String dbDeptId = ""; 
 // if username or password not entered 
 if(adminUsername.equals("") || adminPassword.equals("") ) 
 { 
 // redirect user login error page 
 String redirectURL = "errorPages/login_error.jsp"; 
 response.sendRedirect(redirectURL); 
 } 
 // if username and password is entered 
 else 
 { 
 try 
 { 
 // make database connection 
 adminBean.makeConnection(); 
 if(adminBean.getRecord()) 

{ 
 // loop while there are more records in the administar tabl 
 while (adminBean.getNextRecord()) 
 { 
 // decalare variables and assign values found in the database table 
 dbUser = adminBean.getColumn("username"); 
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 dbPass = adminBean.getColumn("password"); 
 dbDeptId = adminBean.getColumn("deptId"); 
 } // end of while loop 
 // validate that username, password, and department ID are found in the database 
 if (adminUsername.trim().equals(dbUser) && 
adminPassword.trim().equals(dbPass) && adminDept.equals(dbDeptId)) 
 { 
 // if correct username and password entered then create session 
 String itAdminSess = adminUsername;      
 session.setAttribute("itAdminSess", adminUsername);   
 String redirectURL = "it_admin_home.jsp";      
 response.sendRedirect(redirectURL); 
 } 
 // otherwise 
 else 
 { 
 // redirect to error page 
 String redirectURL = "errorPages/wrong_admin_error.jsp"; 
 response.sendRedirect(redirectURL); 
 } 
 } // end of if 
 else 
 { 
 // display message if no username or password exists    
 out.println("<p>Database connection failed.</p>"); 
 } 
 } // end of try 
 // catch exceptions 
 catch (Exception ex) 
 { 
 // display error message if any exception occured 
 out.println("Could not connect to database"); 
 } 
 try 
 { 
 // close connection 
 adminBean.takeDown(); 
 } 
 // catch exceptions 
 catch (Exception ex) 
 { 
 // display error message if any exception occured 
 out.println("Could not connect to database"); 
 } 
 } 
 %> 
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 <!-- InstanceEndEditable --> 
 </td> 
 </tr> 
  </table> 
  </div> 
 <div id="div_box" align="center"> 
  &copy; PPD  2008 | Designed by Sardar Jaf 
 </div> 
</div> 
</body> 
<!-- InstanceEnd --></html> 
 
 
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd"> 
<jsp:useBean id="newsData" class="corporateIntranet.NewsBean" scope="session" /> 
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"><!-- InstanceBegin 
template="/Templates/IT_temp.dwt" codeOutsideHTMLIsLocked="false" --> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" /> 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="../css/navigation.css" type="text/css" /> 
<link rel="stylesheet" href="../css/main_style.css" type="text/css" /> 
<!-- InstanceBeginEditable name="doctitle" --> 
<title>IT -&gt; News -&gt; News Details</title> 
<!-- InstanceEndEditable --> 
<!-- InstanceBeginEditable name="head" --><!-- InstanceEndEditable --> 
</head> 
<body bgcolor="#008CFF"> 
<div id="page_border"> 
  <div id="div_box"> 
 <div id="banner"> 
 <img src="../images/intranet_header.gif" alt="Corporate Intranet" /> 
 </div>  
 </div> 

<div id="div_box"> 
  <table width="100%">  
 <tr> 
 <td width="17%" valign="top"> 
 <!-- InstanceBeginEditable name="EditRegion4" --> 
 <table  class="sideNav" width="100%"> 
 <tr> 
 <td><a href = "../index.html">Home</a> </td> 
 </tr>    
 <tr> 
 <td><a href = "it_home.jsp"  id="sideNavCurr">Home IT</a></td> 
 </tr> 
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 <tr> 
 <td><a href = "it_news.jsp" id="subSideNavCurr">Latest news</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
 <td><a href = "it_suggestion.jsp"  id="subSideNav">Suggestion box</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
 <td><a href = "it_staff.jsp"  id="subSideNav">Staff profile</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
 <td><a href = "it_admin_home.jsp"  id="subSideNav">Admin</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
 <td ><a href = "../homeHR/hr_home.jsp">Home HR</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
 <td><a href = "../homeFinance/finance_home.jsp">Home Finances</a></td> 
 </tr> 
 <tr> 
 </table> 
 <!-- InstanceEndEditable --> 
 </td> 
 <td valign="top"> 
 <!-- InstanceBeginEditable name="Content" --> 
 <% 
 // get news ID from other pages 
 String newsId = request.getParameter("newsId"); 
 // convert new ID from string format to integere format 
 int newsIDInt = Integer.parseInt(newsId); 
 %> 
 <!-- set news ID vlaue to the value received from user --> 
 <jsp:setProperty name="newsData" property="newsId" value="<%= newsIDInt 
%>" /> 
 <h3 align="center">Latest news</h3> 
 <% 
 // try make DB connection and display results obtained from DB 
 try 
 { 
 // make database connection using the method in the java class 
 newsData.makeConnection(); 
 if(newsData.getNewsDetail()) 
 { 
 // loop through the news table 
 while (newsData.getNextRecord()) 
 { 
 // make variables 
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 String newsID = newsData.getColumn("newsId"); 
 String newsTitle = newsData.getColumn("newsTitle"); 
 String newsBody = newsData.getColumn("newsBody"); 
 String date = newsData.getColumn("date"); 
 String author = newsData.getColumn("author"); 
 String status = newsData.getColumn("status"); 
 String deptId = newsData.getColumn("deptId"); 
 %> 
 <!-- display result --> 
 <div id="page_border"> 
 <b><font color="#008CFF"><%= newsTitle %></font></b><br /> 
 <p id="greyText">Last updated: <%= date %></p> 
 <p id="greyText">Author: <%= author %></p> 
 <p><%= newsBody %></p> 
 </div> 
 <% 
 } // end of while loop 
 } // end of if 
 else 
 { 
 out.println("<p>No departmetns were found.</p>"); 
 } // end of else 
 // close connection 
 newsData.takeDown(); 
 } // end of try 
 // catch exceptions 
 catch (Exception ex) 
 { 
 // display error message 
 out.println("<p>Could not connect to database.</p>"); 
 } // end of catch 
 %> 
 <p>&nbsp;</p> 
 <p>Click <a href="it_news.jsp" id="normalLink">here</a> to go back to latest 
news page.</p> 
 <!-- InstanceEndEditable --> 
 </td> 
 </tr> 
 </table> 

</div> 
 <div id="div_box" align="center"> 
  &copy; PPD  2008 | Designed by Sardar Jaf 
 </div> 
</div> 
</body> 
<!-- InstanceEnd --></html> 
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Appendix K: Test Plan 

Test Number: One 
Admin longing 

Click on Home IT > Admin > (repeat at the end of each tasks unless requested to follow different URL) 
Tasks Activity Expected result As Expected Error occurred Comment 
1 Enter correct username 

and password, then click 
login button * 

Login successful    
 

2 Do not enter and then click 
log in. 

Login fails, and 
user taken to 
error page 

   

3 Enter correct username, 
wrong password, and click 
‘Login’ button 

Login fails and 
error page is 
displayed. 

   

4 Enter wrong username but 
correct password, and 
click ‘Login’ 

Login fails and 
user is in the 
error page 

   

5 Enter wrong username and 
wrong password, click 
‘Login’ button. 

Login fails and 
user is in the 
error page 

   

* Correct Username: itadmin 
* Correct Password: itadmin 
Repeat the above tasks for HR and Finance departments and record problems in the comment box next to 
each tasks 
 
Test Number: Two 

Create News Article 
Click on Home IT > Admin > Create news item (repeat at the end of each tasks unless requested to 
follow different URL), log admin in 
Tasks Activity Expected result As Expected Error occurred Comment 
1 Enter all information, then 

click ‘create news’ button, 
then ‘OK’ 

News article 
created 

   

2 Go back to admin > create 
news item. Enter news 
title, and news body, then 
click ‘create news’ button. 

Display error 
page with 
correct data in 
fields reserved 

   

3 Go back to admin > create 
news item. Enter news 
author, and news body, 
then click ‘create news’ 
button. 

Display error 
page with 
correct data in 
fields reserved 

   

4 Go back to admin > create 
news item. Enter news 

Display error 
page with 
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author, and title, then click 
‘create news’ button 

correct data in 
fields reserved 

5 Stay on error page click 
‘create news’ button 

JavaScript 
validation fired 
requesting 
values 

   

6 Enter requested values and 
click ‘create news’ button 

News article 
successfully 
created 

   

7 Go Home IT > Publish 
news item to view the 
created item 

Item is listed in 
the publish news 
page 

   

Repeat the above tasks for HR and Finance departments and record problems in the comment box next to 
each tasks 
 
Test Number: Three 

Publish News Article 
Click on Home IT > Admin > Publish news item (repeat at the end of each tasks unless requested to 
follow different URL), log admin in 
Tasks Activity Expected result As Expected Error occurred Comment 
1 Go to next and previous 

pages if there is any 
User directed to 
the requested 
pages 

   

2 Check a box and click 
‘Publish’ button then click 
‘Ok’ button 

News 
successfully 
published 

   

3 Go to Home IT > Latest 
news, to view the 
published news 

News article is 
shown 

   

 
4 

 
Do not check any boxes 
and click ‘Publish’ button 
then click ‘Ok’ button 

 
Error page 
displayed with 
options values to 
check for 
publishing 

 
 

 
 

 

5 Check a box and click 
‘Publish’ button then click 
‘Cancel button’ 

User remains in 
the same page 

   

6 Do task 4 and then  Check 
a box and click ‘Publish’ 
button then click ‘Ok’ 
button 

article  
published 
successfully 

   

7 Check two boxes and click 
‘Publish’ button then click 
‘OK’ 

Article 
successfully 
published 

   

Repeat the above tasks for HR and Finance departments and record problems in the comment box next to 
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each tasks 
 
Test Number: Four 

Archive News Article 
Click on Home IT > Admin > Archive news items (repeat at the end of each tasks unless requested to 
follow different URL) 
Tasks Activity Expected result As Expected Error occurred Comment 
1 Go to next and previous 

pages if there is any 
User directed to 
the requested 
pages 

   

2 Check a box and click 
‘Archive button then click 
‘Ok’ button 

News item 
successfully 
archived 

   

3 Go to  Home IT > latest 
news page to check item is 
disappeared 

Item not listed 
in latest news 
page 

   

4 Go to Home IT > Admin > 
Manage archived news 
items, to see archived item 
is in the list. 

Item is shown in 
the list 

   

5 Do not check any boxes 
and click ‘Archive button 
then click ‘Ok’ button 

Error page 
displayed with 
check boxes to 
check for 
archiving 

   

6 Check a box and click 
‘Archive button then click 
‘Cancel button’ 

User remains in 
the same page 

   

7 Do task 3 followed by task 
2 

Article archived    

8 Check two boxes and click 
‘Archive’ button then click 
‘OK’ 

Article 
successfully 
archived 

   

Repeat the above tasks for HR and Finance departments and record problems in the comment box next to 
each tasks 
 
Test Number: Five 

Managed archive News Article 
Click on Home IT > Admin > Mange archived news items (repeat at the end of each tasks unless 
requested to follow different URL) 
Tasks Activity Expected result As Expected Error occurred Comment 
1 Go to next and previous 

pages if there is any 
User directed to 
the requested 
pages 

   

2 Check a box and click Item republished    
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‘Republish archived items’ 
button then click ‘Ok’ 
button 

successfully 

3 Go to  Home IT > latest 
news link to view 
republished item 

Item shown in 
Latest news 
page 

   

4 Check a box and click 
‘Remove archived items’ 
button then click ‘Ok’ 
button 

Item removed 
successfully 

   

5 Go to Home IT > Admin > 
Manage archived news 
items, to check item is 
removed from the list 

Item not listed 
in managed 
archived news 
items page 

   

6 Do not check any boxes 
and click ‘Republish 
archived items’ button 
then click ‘Ok’ button 

Error page 
displayed with 
check boxes to 
check 

   

7 Do not check any boxes 
and click ‘Removed 
archived items’ button 
then click ‘Ok’ button 

Error page 
displayed with 
check boxes to 
check 

   

8 Select multiple check 
boxes and click ‘Republish 
archived items’ button 
then click ‘OK’ 

Items 
republished 
successfully 

   

9 Go to  Home IT > latest 
news link to view 
republished item 

Item re-listed 
again 

   

10 Select multiple check 
boxes and click ‘Remove 
archived items’ button 
then click ‘OK’ 

Items removed 
successfully 

   

11 Check for items removed 
in task 10 

Removed items 
not listed 
anymore 

   

Repeat the above tasks for HR and Finance departments and record problems in the comment box next to 
each tasks 
 
Test Number: Six 

Create staff profile 
Click on Home IT > Admin > Create staff profile (repeat at the end of each tasks unless requested to 
follow different URL) 
Tasks Activity Expected result As Expected Error occurred Comment 
1 Fill in all the fields and 

click ‘Create profile’, then 
Profile created 
successfully 
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click ‘OK’ 
2 Go to Home It > staff 

profile, enter staff name 
which profile created for 

Staff profile 
shown 

   

3 click ‘Create profile’ 
button, then click ‘OK’ 
without inserting any 
values 

Profile not 
created, and 
error page 
display request 
user to enter 
values 

   

4 Repeat task 3, and follow 
system instruction 

JavaScript 
validated fired 
requesting user 
to insert 
required values 
until all data 
inserted 

   

5 Fill in all the fields, and 
insert character in the 
telephone fields and click 
‘Create profile’, then click 
‘OK’ 

Staff profile 
created ignoring 
without validate 
telephone field 
for numeric 
values 

   

6 Click ‘Create profile’ 
without inserting any 
values, then insert 
characters for all fields 

Error page 
displayed, then 
telephone field 
validated to 
check for 
numeric values 

   

Repeat the above tasks for HR and Finance departments and record problems in the comment box next to 
each tasks 
 
Test Number: Seven 

Manage staff profile 
Click on Home IT > Admin > Manage staff profile (repeat at the end of each tasks unless requested to 
follow different URL) 
Tasks Activity Expected result As Expected Error occurred Comment 
1 Click on ‘next’ and 

‘previous’ link if there is 
any 

Use directed to 
request pages 

   

2 Click on any of staff last 
name 

Staff detail show 
in web form for 
editing or 
removing 

   

3 Repeat task 2 and then 
amend any of the details 

Profile validated 
and edited 
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and click ‘Edit profile’ 
then click ‘OK’ 

4 Go to Home IT > staff 
profile and view the 
profile you amended 

Profile 
amendment is 
shown 

   

5 Repeat task 2 and then 
click ‘Remove profile’ 
then click ‘OK’ 

Profile removed    

6 Repeat task 4 to check 
profile removed 

Profile not 
shown in the list 

   

Repeat the above tasks for HR and Finance departments and record problems in the comment box next to 
each tasks 
 
Test Number: Eight 

Post suggestion Item 
Click on Home IT > Suggestion box > Post new suggestion (repeat at the end of each tasks unless 
requested to follow different URL) 
Tasks Activity Expected result As Expected Error occurred Comment 
1 Enter data into all field 

and click ‘Submit’ button 
then click ‘OK’ 

Suggestion item 
posted 
successfully 

   

2 Click on Home IT > 
Suggestion box to view the 
suggestion posted 

Suggestion item 
displayed 

   

3 Do not enter data in the 
form and click ‘Submit’ 
then ‘OK’ 

Error page is 
displayed 
requesting user 
to re-enter data 

   

4 Repeat task 3 and then 
follow system instruction 

JavaScript 
validation 
occurs 
requesting 
values 

   

5 Enter data into all field 
and click ‘Submit’ button 
then click ‘Cancel’ button 

User remains in 
the same page 

   

6 Create 5 suggestions 
items, and then go to 
Home IT > Suggestion box 
and check the Next and 
Previous links working. 

Next and 
Previous link 
displayed and 
works correctly 

   

Repeat the above tasks for HR and Finance departments and record problems in the comment box next to 
each tasks 
Test Number: Nine 

Archive suggestion Item 
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Click on Home IT > Admin > Archive suggestion items (repeat at the end of each tasks unless requested 
to follow different URL) 
Tasks Activity Expected result As Expected Error occurred Comment 
1 Check a check box and 

click ‘Archive’ then click 
‘OK’ 

Item archived 
successfully 

   

2 Check multiple check box 
and click ‘Archive’ then 
click ‘OK’ 

Item archived 
successfully 

   

3 Go to Archive suggestion 
page and check  for items 
you just archived 

Items not shown    

4 In the archive suggestion 
item, click ‘Archive’ 
button then ‘OK’ without 
checking any check boxes 

Error page 
displayed with 
check boxes 

   

5 Repeat task 1 while you 
are in the error page 

Suggestion item 
archived 
successfully 

   

Repeat the above tasks for HR and Finance departments and record problems in the comment box next to 
each tasks 
 
Test Number: Ten 

Manage archive suggestion Item 
Click on Home IT > Admin > Manage archived suggestion items (repeat at the end of each tasks unless 
requested to follow different URL) 
Tasks Activity Expected result As Expected Error occurred Comment 
1 Click on Next and 

Previous links if there is 
any 

User directed to 
requested pages 

   

2 Check a check box and 
click ‘Remove Archive’ 
then click ‘OK’ 

Archived item 
removed 
successfully 

   

3 Check multiple boxes and 
click ‘Remove Archive’ 
then click ‘OK’ 

Archived items 
removed 
successfully 

   

4 Don not check any boxes 
and click ‘Remove 
Archive’ then click ‘OK’ 

Error page 
displayed with 
check boxes 

   

5 Repeat task 3 and check a 
box or multiple boxes then 
click ‘Remove Archive’ 
and click ‘OK’ 

Items removed 
successfully 

   

Repeat the above tasks for HR and Finance departments and record problems in the comment box next to 
each tasks 
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Test Number: Eleven 
Manage archive suggestion Item 

Click on Home IT > Suggestion box > Reply to suggestion, if there is not suggestion then repeat task 1 in 
test number eight 
Tasks Activity Expected result As Expected Error occurred Comment 
1 Enter values in all fields 

and click ‘Submit’ button 
then click ‘OK’ 

Reply to 
suggestion is 
posted 

   

2 Repeat task 1 without 
entering values 

Error page 
displayed with 
web form to 
insert values 

   

3 Repeat task 2 and follow 
system instruction 

JavaScript 
validation fired 
requesting user 
for values, reply 
posted at the end 

   

4 Go to  Home IT > 
Suggestion box > view 
replies, then view reply 
posted 

If there is any 
reply posted will 
be shown, if not, 
a message is 
displayed, 

   

Repeat the above tasks for HR and Finance departments and record problems in the comment box next to 
each tasks 
Test number Twelve 

Search for staff profile 
Click on Home IT > Staff profile  
Tasks Activity Expected result As Expected Error 

occurred 
Comment 

1 Enter any letter or staff 
name in the boxes and 
click ‘Search by name’ 
button 

It name profile existed 
with that name, then it 
would be shown 
otherwise message 
displayed informing 
user of profile 
unavailability 

   

2 Select values from select 
boxed and click ‘Search by 
option’ 

Any profile that have 
the selected options 
will be displayed, 
otherwise, message 
display informing user 
of profile 
unavailability 
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Appendix L: JavaScript Sample 
 
/*  
******** Code: Javascript   ********** 
******** Author: Sardar Jaf ********** 
******** Date: 27-02-2008  ********** 
*/ 
<!— 
 
// define function to check if valus entered into the form 
function validNumbers(numbers) 
{ 
    // declare valid numbers 
   var validNum = "0123456789"; 
   // set isNumber to true initially 
   var isValid=true; 
   var c; 
   // loop through the values enterd 
   for (i = 0; i < numbers.length && isValid == true; i++)  
      { 
 // check characters  
       c = numbers.charAt(i);  
  // check for valid chars 
       if (validNum.indexOf(c) == -1)  
            { 
                 // if all chars are not valid, then set function to false 
         isValid = false; 
            } 
      } // end of for loop 
   // return isNumber 
   return isValid; 
} // end of function 
 
// declare function to check if user choose to proceed 
function proceed() 
{ 
 // declare variable to prompt user to whether proceed or not 
 var confirmation=confirm("Are you sure you wish to continue?"); 
 // if confirmed yes, then return true 
 if (confirmation) 
  return true ; 
 // otherwise return false 
 else 
  return false ; 
} // end of function 
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// define function to check if values are empty 
function validiate_create_profile() 
 {  

 // declare var answer to determine is all boxes are filled before submitting  
 var answer = true;  
 // check if value entered, if yes then set answer to true, else to false 
   if (document.create_staff_profile.firstName.value == "") 
   { 
      alert ("Please enter first name!"); 
      document.create_staff_profile.firstName.focus(); 

 return answer = false; 
   } 
   // check if value entered, if yes then set answer to true, else to false 
   if (document.create_staff_profile.lastName.value == "") 
   { 
      alert ("Please enter last name!"); 
      document.create_staff_profile.lastName.focus(); 
 return answer = false; 
   } 
   // check if value entered, if yes then set answer to true, else to false 
    if (document.create_staff_profile.emailAddress.value == "") 
   { 
      alert ("Please enter email eddress!"); 
      document.create_staff_profile.emailAddress.focus(); 
  return answer = false; 
   } 
   // check if value entered are all numeric by calling IsNumeric function 
    if (!validNumbers(document.create_staff_profile.telephone.value))  
   {  
       alert("Please enter digits only for the telephone");  
      document.create_staff_profile.telephone.focus();  
      return answer = false;  
   }  
   if (!proceed()) 
   { 
 return false; 
   } 
return true;    
 } // end of validiate_create_profile function 
 
// define function to check if values are empty or not 
function validiate_create_news() 
 {  
  // declare var answer to determine is all boxes are filled before submitting  
 var answer = true;  
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   // check if value entered, if yes then set answer to true, else to false 
   if (document.create_news_items.author.value == "") 
   { 
      alert ("Please enter author name!"); 
      document.create_news_items.author.focus(); 
 return answer = false; 
   } 
   // check if value entered, if yes then set answer to true, else to false 
   if (document.create_news_items.newsTitle.value == "") 
   { 
      alert ("Please enter news title!"); 
      document.create_news_items.newsTitle.focus(); 
 return answer = false; 
   } 
   // check if value entered, if yes then set answer to true, else to false 
    if (document.create_news_items.newsBody.value == "") 
   { 
      alert ("Please enter news detail!"); 
      document.create_news_items.newsBody.focus(); 
  return answer = false; 
   } 
   // check if user wants to proceed or not 
  if (!proceed()) 
   { 
 return false; 
   } 
// return true of all above is true 
return true;    
 } // end of validiate_create_profile function 
 
// define function to check if values are empty or not 
function validiate_post_suggestion() 
 {  
  // declare var answer to determine is all boxes are filled before submitting  
 var answer = true;  
  // check if value entered, if yes then set answer to true, else to false 
   if (document.postSuggestion.suggestionAuthor.value == "") 
   { 
      alert ("Please enter your name!"); 
      document.postSuggestion.suggestionAuthor.focus(); 
 return answer = false; 
   } 
   // check if value entered, if yes then set answer to true, else to false 
   if (document.postSuggestion.suggestionTitle.value == "") 
   { 
      alert ("Please enter suggestion title!"); 
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      document.postSuggestion.suggestionTitle.focus(); 
 return answer = false; 
   } 
   // check if value entered, if yes then set answer to true, else to false 
    if (document.postSuggestion.suggestionBody.value == "") 
   { 
      alert ("Please enter suggestion detail!"); 
      document.postSuggestion.suggestionBody.focus(); 
  return answer = false; 
   } 
   // check if user wants to proceed or not 
 if (!proceed()) 
   { 
 return false; 
   } 
// return true of all above is true 
return true;    
 } // end of validiate_create_profile function 
 
// define function to check if values are empty or not 
function validiate_reply() 
 {  
  // declare var answer to determine is all boxes are filled before submitting   

var answer = true;  
  // check if value entered, if yes then set answer to true, else to false 
   if (document.replySuggestion.responseAuthor.value == "") 
   { 
      alert ("Please enter your name!"); 
      document.replySuggestion.responseAuthor.focus(); 
 return answer = false; 
   } 
   // check if value entered, if yes then set answer to true, else to false 
   if (document.replySuggestion.responseTitle.value == "") 
   { 
      alert ("Please enter response title!"); 
      document.replySuggestion.responseTitle.focus(); 
 return answer = false; 
   } 
   // check if value entered, if yes then set answer to true, else to false 
    if (document.replySuggestion.responseBody.value == "") 
   { 
      alert ("Please enter response detail!"); 
      document.replySuggestion.responseBody.focus(); 
  return answer = false; 
   } 
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   // check if user wants to proceed or not 
    if (!proceed()) 
   { 
 return false; 
   } 
// return true of all above is true 
return true;    
 } // end of validiate_create_profile function 
// define function to insert newline with a parameter received from web form 
function newLine(string) 
{ 
 // decalare var and assign values entered from the text area 
 string.value=escape(string.value) 
 // loop through teh text area value 
 for(i=0; i<string.value.length; i++) 
 { 
 // if the value found in the text area is %0D%0A then replace it with '<br /> 
HTML tag for new line' 
  if(string.value.indexOf("%0D%0A") > -1) 
  { 
   string.value=string.value.replace("%0D%0A",'<br />') 
  } 
  // if the value found in the text area is %0A then replace it with '<br /> 
HTML tag for new line' 
  else if(string.value.indexOf("%0A") > -1) 
  { 
   string.value=string.value.replace("%0A",'<br>') 
  }// if the value found in the text area is %0D then replace it with '<br /> 
HTML tag for new line' 
  else if(string.value.indexOf("%0D") > -1) 
  { 
   // replace hex to new line 
   string.value=string.value.replace("%0D",'<br>') 
  } 
 } // end of for loop 
 // unescape value of string 
 string.value=unescape(string.value) 
} // end of function 
--> 
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Appendix M: System Installation 
 
Instruction for system installation 
 
Note: Please ensure that you have the following software on your machine before you 
attempt to install this software: 

1. Java runtime environment JRE version 6 or above. Available at: 
http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/index.jsp  

2. Java Enterprise Edition with JDK Java EE + JDK. Available at: 
http://java.sun.com/javaee/downloads/index.jsp  

3. MySQL driver version 5 or above. Available at: 
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/3.0.html and extract the jar file and 
place in JDK>jre>lib>ext directory. e.g. jdk15.0\jre\lib\ext\mysql-connector-java-
5.0.7-bin.jar. 

4. Apache Tomcat server version 5 or above. Available at: 
http://tomcat.apache.org/download-55.cgi and install it anywhere on your 
machine. Make sure you change the java path during installation to the jre files 
inside the jdk directory. 

5. MySQL server version 5, available at: http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/  install it 
and set port number to 1128, and password to 112879 

6. Start MySQL and run table.sql script placed inside corporateIntranet\database. 
7. Place unzip corporateIntranet file into the tomcat web application (webapps) 

directory and restart Apache. 
 
Finally type in http://localhost:8080/corporateIntranet/ in your web browser 
 
OR 
 
If the above software is available on your machine and are all setup correctly, then please 
reconfigure your MySQL as follow: 

• Reconfigure your MySQL by running MySQL Server Instance Config Wizard 
which should be available under Start > All program > MySQL  

• change the port number to 1128 
• change your MySQL password to 112879 
• Run the database script tables.sql inside database folder 

 
OR 
 
If you do not want to reconfigure your MySQL, then you must review all the Java classes 
inside corporateIntranet/WEB-INF/classes folder and changed the mySQL port number 
and password to your port number and password, you also need to have MySQL 
connector installed in your machine and configured with your Java compiler in order to 
compile all the Java classes. 
 

http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/index.jsp
http://java.sun.com/javaee/downloads/index.jsp
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/3.0.html
http://tomcat.apache.org/download-55.cgi
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/
http://localhost:8080/corporateIntranet/
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